Editors' Note
Leslie A. Sassone and Jeff Schumacher
College of Education
Northern I1iinoi.s Lfrziversify
he idea for this issue generated from Jeff
Schumacher as a way to

!

kccp learning together after our
Philosophy of Education course
at Northern Illinois University.
At that time Jeff was n junior,
majoring in specla1 education.
Since then he has celebrated his
baccalaureate degree, a year of
high school teaching and the
birth of a daughter.
We share this about Jeff as an
entry into understanding Philosophy of Education. Philosophy of Education i s exemplified
and tested by concrete cases and
issues, real examples. Philosophy of Education is not necessarily an abstract discussion of concepts but a way of informing
practice tested by practice. The
relationships are reciprocal, one
must know context arid be reflective about life practice.
The pieces in this issue are
works that we have benefited
from intellectually arld emotionally. And while neither ofus believe it is the issue editors job to
put our persolla1 stamp on worthy
works, we would like to introduce these works to you by sharing that most broadly they can be
grouped as writings of testimony,
practice and criticism. However,
despite the clusters we have used
to organize the issue, all of the

pieces contain the three dimensions of testimony, practice, and
criticism. Each author is a philosopher of education at work,
grappling with difficult, perplexing questions, defining the terms
of the issues for themselves.
More than half of the contributions in this issue are testimonials. Clint Collins, Scott
Coykendall, David A. Gabbard,
Roberta Nauman, Jeff
Schumacher, KathIyn J. and
Anaxet Y . Wiggin-Jones, offer
works that, even though they
cover a wide range of different
personal experiences in education, have a common structure of
what one can learn when faced
with a situation that confronts
our expectations.
Ram011Soto-Crespo, Glenn
Smith, and Michael A. Weinstein
are three practitioners who are
interested in how to structure
classmom interaction and provide models for doing so. For
example, Glenn's philosophical
inventory is offered to help his
students understand their own
philosophical positions, but it i s
also used by students to define
the professor, thereby making his
philosophy of education classes
less authoritarian.
Richard Brosio, Cliff Tanabe
and Paul Theo bald put education
in its widest context by criticiz.-
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ing its past practices in terms of
current critical standards and offering solutions to class perspective and economic conditions.
We end with them because they
invite us to contextualize education in its broadest discussion, to
revisit the purposes of education
and the institutions created to
cany out those purposes.
This issue would not be possible without the generosity of
the authors who wrote specificaIly for us or allowed us to put
into print work presented elsewhere. fichard A. Brosio's
work was originally delivered as
the 1998 James and Helen Merritt Invited Speaker Address and
was subsequently publjshed in
Nort:s and Abstracts in American
und International Educution, 85,
Spring 1998. We are grateful for
permission to publish it here.
Clinton Collins, "A Philosopher's Concern: Regarding the
Young as Equals" was originally
delivered as the 1999 James and
Helen Merritt Invited Speaker
Address.
We are also extremely grateful to Dr. Wilma Miranda, Ms.
Betty Lahti, Ms. Jan Woodhouse,
Ms. Mia Hannon and Mr. Neil
Colwell for their hard work on
our behalf and to the Board of
Directors who agreed to our proposal for tlis theme issue.
--
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for Leslie
A philosopher's mad house, hcr office 1Jeas
a montage of layered accretions
fastidiously displayed creating instant discourse-an osmosis Klee, Dali, or Miro could have drcamt.

Enigmatic and enticing, I noticed a sin-rple
African violet sitting on thc sill. lifc.
a kindred spirit. I t was a good sign as
I conlinued eyeing the apothecary hoping

I

I

logic wo:~ldhe dispeilsed in a pill, sugar
coated, easy on the stomach, time released.
She asked m e to sit in the chair next to
Njetzsche. This thin man, plywood perhaps,

watched over our conversation. I heard his comments
as she spoke. My dilemma - grades. I expected
some advice, some strategies, or even a story that
would fill my prescription and inake me feel better.

Her face was solemn.
My eyes were fixed upon her as if she were
some magical voodoo priestess about to sacrifice a chicken,
spread powerful powder, and recite an incan~atian.

What she offered was "The Urn of Desires" for
me to take. Leaning closer, as if to share a secret,
"It coritains the ashes of my mother, at least
you can still think you have problems."
That pestle and mortar comment crushed
one of my precious delusions.
Just then, I noticed the faint strips of afternoon sun
that slipped past the university-issue blinds.
Jeff Schumacher, November 1998
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A Philosopher's Concern:
Regarding the Young as Equals
Clinton Collins
Universig of Kentucky
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n recent months, I often
heard as a lament of those
who favored President Clinton's removal from office by
vote of the Senate, "How can we
explain this to our children?" It
occurred to me that adults in that
situation had a rare opportunity
to expose their children to a serious public discussion of moral
values. I interpret their lament as
an indication that manv adults
don't want their children-r
others' children-privy to an
adult conversation about moral
values. Instead they would prefer to protect children's innocence.
Recently, I came across an
article by Audrey Thompson, a
fellow philosopher of education.
critiquing many proposals for
what she called "child-centered"
education on the ground that they
sought to preserve the young in
their innocence, or return then1 to
an earlier state of innocence.'
Thompson used as examples recent writings on the inboarding
schools set up for native Americans and a residential high school
program set up for dropouts entering the Job Corps. She notes
that, though teachers in such
child-centered education projects
seek to protect their students
from the corrupting aspects of
adult society, they do so by

means that "exploit the plasticity
of learners by harnessing leaming to ends other than the students' own."

If schools pursue goals
that derzy the young
respect as equal
members of the society,
can they n everthelass
provide them with
equal opportunities?
In that respect, however,
chjld-centered education, which
Thompson traces back as far as
Rousseau's Enlile, does not differ
from more traditional forms of
schooling that do not assume the
innocence of the young but rather
see them as potential threats to
the adult social order. At the risk
of gross over-generalization, one
could divide the "ends (for
schooling) other than the students' own" into two broad categories: for advocates of traditional education, to preserve cultural traditions in the face of the
threat posed by the unsocialized
young; and, for advocates of
child-centered education, to re-
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form society by bringing up a
new generation free of its evils.
Both of these views have social agendas that ovemde adults'
respect for the wishes of the
young. Yet Americans, since the
beginnings of the common
schooI movement in the midnineteenth century, have come to
regard free, common schools
open to all children of its citizens
as a chief mechanism for assuring the young an equal opportunity to compete for rewards and
social status in a free market

economy.
If schools pursue goals that
deny the young respect as equal
members of society, can they
nevertheless provide them with
equal opportunities? That question began to formulate in my
mind as I began my career in philosophy of education, starting as
a graduate student in 1961. Perhaps as a sign of advancing age,
it has become almost an obsession. For I fear that if, as a society, we don't begin to talk seriously about that question, the
public dissatisfaction with
schools may grow to the point
where we begin to doubt the
view of schooIing as a public responsibility, and it reverts to a
private responsibility of families.
Substantial movements welcorning just such a change have

already begun, and seem to grow
in strength at the present time.
To show how I arrived at my
present views on the topic, I want
to trace my career-long thinking
on the relation between equal
opportunity and the ethical ideal
of human equality. In 196 1,
"equality"had become a hot
topic in education. James Bryant
Conant had recently published
his recommendations for the reform of American secondary
schools based on an extensive
survey of schools sponsored by
the Camegie ~ o u n d a t i o n . ~
Conant recommended comprehensive high schools o ffering
a full range of academic and vocational subjects. This he coupled with a call for testing and
tracking programs aimed at identifying and accelerating the
school progress of the "acadernically talented," and counseiing
programs to guide students of
varying abilities into the appropriate track of study in preparation for their eventual place in
the hierarchy of careers. Conant
justif ed this call for the meritocratic3 use of schools as a
means of making efficient use of
the next generation of America's
national personnel in waging the
Cold War against international
cornmunis m .
Conant's crusade has something of t h e quality of a repudiation of the soft pedagogy of the
progressive education movement,
and its most important voice, the
philosopher John Dewey, that
had dominated discussions of
educational theory from the end
of World War I through World

4

War 11. In place of Dewey's call
for an integrated inquiry approach to schooling, Conant
called for teaching the structures
of the distinct disciplines, drawing on theories from cognitivedevelopmental psychology, particularly those of Jerome Bruner.
Conant saw his recomrnendations as a call for a return to "excellence" in education, but aware
of the American concern for
equal opportunity, one of his
supporters, John Gardner, president of the Carnegie Foundation,
asked in the sub-title of a popular
book, Can We Be Equal and Excellent, TOO? Gardner' s positive
answer to his question proved not
universally convincing.

I challenged both the
idea that equal
opportunity meant

opportunity appropriate
to n student's ability,
and the idea that
equalizing opportun ities
for child re^ of
minorities required
busing them
to predominately
middle class schools.
In this period, linguistic
analysis had become the rage in
philosophy of education. In
1964, Jerrold R. Coombs and
Paul Komisar turned their analytic skills to the concept of

"equality."5 They concluded that
the term embraced two distinct
ideas, one meaning "sameness,"
the other "appropriateness."
Since students come to school
with varying abilities, they argued that equal opportunity could
not mean giving each student the
same opportunities, so it must
mean giving each student opportunities appropriate to his or her
abilities. I found this conclusion
dubious, and that became the
starting point for my doctoral
dissertation.
The struggle of American
educators to come to new understandings of "equal opportunity"
involved the long search for a
response to the civil rights
movement. This had led in 1954
to the historic Brown vs. Board
of Educaiion decision of the U.S.
Supreme Court. By 1965, the

federal Congress had gotten
around to legislation to help implement that decision, and they
commissioned a study, led by the
sociologist James Colei~lan,into
the factors that up to that time
had prevented the provision of
equal educational opportunjty,
particularly to children of Arnerica's minorities. The resulting
Coleman Report of 1 96@ identified the home background of students as the primary factor hindering schools from providing
equal opportunj ty to minority
students. This led in turn to the
recommendation that school systems distribute their minority enrollment to classrooms dominated by a majority of students
from middle-class backgrounds.
The upshot resulted in a vast
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increase in desegregation plans
that involved busing many students out of their neighborhoods
in order to achieve racial balance
in public schools.
Conant's plan served to intensify competition within
schools at the time when the
children of the post-World War
I1 baby boom greatly swelled the
school population. Educators
attempting to eliminate the vestiges of school segregation immediately ran afoul of tracking
plans that served to resegregate
within schools. At the same
time, affluent families moved to
well-to-do suburbs to give their
children an advantage in school
competition, making the task of
desegregation even mare difficult. The use of school busing to
correct racial imbalance in
schools intensified White flight
from large, urban school districts.
But even more seriously, busing
for racial balance had the effect
of undermining whatever lingering identification existed between urban neighborhoods and
public schools that in the past
had served them. Busing for racial balance meant to many parents that their children had become pawns in a social experiment regulated by a bureaucracy
unresponsive to local interests.
In my doctoral dissertation. 1
challenged both the idea that
equal opportunity mean opportunity appropriate to a student's
ability, and the idea that equalizing opportunities for children of
minorities required busing them
to predominate1y middle-class
schools, 1 concluded that the

t

long history of racial segregation
in American society indicated
that people cannot give equal opportuni ty to those they consider
inherently unequal. In the past,
for example, segments of American society practiced racial segregation in the public schools,
with tacit acknowledgment by
the general public of a fundamental difference betrveen the
races both in their style of learning and in their capacity to learn.
The general public, therefore,
regarded the quality of education
that Black children received as
deserved.

A cursory review of
histoy suggests that
each basisfor exclusive
equality eventually
suffers challenges
as arbitrary.

-

!

Under these conditions, the
principle of equal opportunity did
not actually apply to the comparison between a Black and a
White student. Instead, American schools provided what they
considered "appropriare" opportunity-opportunity viewed as
appropriate to the fundamental
differences between the two
races in educability. The principle of equal opportunity did apply, however, to the comparison
between members of the same
race. Justice required that they
have similar opportunities to
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demonstrate their ability to contribute to society.
The example illustrates that
the principle of equal opportunity
applies only to two or more people assumed to be members of
the same class of people prior to
assessment of their individual
merit. A segregated society regarded two White people as
equal in a way that did not apply
to a White person and a Black
person. In my dissertation, I labeled the reIationship between
two White people in such a situation as one of exclusive equality.
By that, I mean that their similarity consists of a way that distinguished them from some third
party. In this case, their common
whiteness distinguishes them
from any not-white person.
While, historically, many
forms of exclusive equality occur, all have proven notoriously
unstable. They prove unstable
because the criteria they introduce come under constant challenge as arbitrary. In the examp ~ e bthe
f two White people considered equals because of their
difference from any non-white
person, a challenger need only
find a Black person who. aside
from racial identification, has
more in common with one of the
White people than does the other
White person. In such a case, no
adequate justification appears for
giving primary consideration to
the criterion of racial identification. A cursory review of history
suggests that each basis for exclusive equality eventually suffers challenges as arbitrary.

5

Taking the civil rights
movement as my primary exarnpie, I concluded that equal opportunj ty consisted of three procedural considerations: (1) open
access to all members of a society; (2) removal of extraneous
variables to competition, such as
race, sex, or social class; and (3)
providing occasions for groups
and individuals to challenge the
existing standards of meri t held
by their society and to work for
revision of those standards.
Thus, pursuit of equal opportunity can function to goad those
who find themselves at the bottom of the hierarchical structures
to challenge the criteria of success that undergird those structures. It provides an ethical basis
for those who seek basic reform
in society to work politically to
have the existing criteria of success replaced by different criteria
that offer more opportunities to
those disadvantaged under the
present structures. Finally, I
pointed t o important voices
among African-Americans repudiating the effort at integration
into White society, and calling
instead for the assertion of Black
power. '
My rejection of busing to
achieve racial balance led in the
early '70s to an article advocating a return to neighborhood
schools, coupled with the option
of educational parks for children
whose parents desired schooling
for them outside their neighborhood. I also called for the elimination of school busing and its
replacement by subsidized public
transportation providing students

some choice in the times of anival and leaving school. I concluded my essay with the sentence, "The road to the freedom
of the young will not be traveled
on a school bus.'

My concern front Be
start in addressing the
issues of equality placed
as much importance on
freedom and
community, as
regulative ideals of n
democratic sociefy, as it
did equality itsew
Looking back, I realize that
my concern from the start in addressing the issues of equality
placed as much importance or1
freedom and community, as
regulative ideals of a democratic
society, as it did equality itself.
Often debates within democratic
societies have polarized the ideals of freedom and equality. one
faction championing the one, another faction, the other. Much of
the struggle to achieve equality
of educational opportunity
seemed to me to ignore concern
for the freedom of students and
strengthening of communities,
setting up the current backlash of
parents seeking to free their children from control by school bureaucracies.
I have since come to the realization that polarities cannot be
dissolved by assigning one or the

other value a higher priority.
Rather, partisans of democracy
should look for the third value
that forms a stable triad. i n the
French Revolution, they called it
"fraternite," but, to avoid gendered language, I prefer the term
"community." Dernocrals should
keep these values in perpetual
tension, balancing concern for
one with subsequent attention to
each of the others.
The interpretation of the
B r o ~ t ndecision and the Coleman
Report that regards equal educational opportunity as necessitaii11g racial balance in every school
seemed to me to push schools
beyond what the larger society
had achieved, If such a move
had expressed respect for the
young as leaders of social
change, it might have had some
chance of succeeding in the purposes held for it. But the plan
did not call for the young thernseIves to make this change in social life, but rather it called on
bureaucrats of education to do so
by manipulating the experiences
of the young. The plan for desegregating schools by means of
busing struck me as a glaring example of the primal hypocrisy of
adults toward children: "Do as I
say, not as I do." Young people
at an early age lean1 of the tenuous sense of cornmunity be tween
Blacks and Whites in America,
and desegregation of public
schools by bureaucratic assignment has not signjiicantly increased that sense of communily.
By the time I completed m y
dissertalion, American society
had moved into the extraordinary
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era ofthe late '60s. It seemed to
me that an egalitarian revolution
with parallels to the civil rights
movement might occur among
the young. The pressure for
competition in schools heightened by the Conant Report and
treating the young as "manpower'' for fighting the Cold
War, added to the drafting of
school and college dropouts to
fight in Vietnam, seemed for a
short time to result in a youth
revolution.
Youth developed a counterculture marked by what adults
labeled "sex, drugs, and rock and
roll." The young popularized
slogans such as "tune in, turn on,
and drop out," and "don't trust
anyone over 30." Americans
spoke frequently in those days of
the generation gap in attitudes to
such things as the Cold War,
competitio~,and success.
Students at that time appealed
for such things as lowering the
voting age (to the current 18) and
for more opportunities to participate in the political process generally. They asked for (and in
many cases, received) a voice on
faculty committees or representation on university boards of trustees; for a say in the hiring and
promoting of faculty members;
and in setting curricular requirements. I'm still struck by a column in the school paper written
by a student at my university in
1970:
I'm quite consciously a
member of a minority
group residing in Arnerica, but not of it; a nation
of young people in psy-

chological exile from the
dominant group. Call it
Woodstock Nation . . . .
My primary loyalties are
to that tlation, not to the
America of Richard
Nixon. Call it the establishment. . . .Why? Because in this Iast decade
when Woodstock Nation
was growing, the nation
was the sole source of
anything good that got
started in America. What
but the nation was working for any spirit of good
will. or harmony, or
community, or brotherhood?
What was true for me was
tn~efor millions of others, and so Woodstock
Nation grew stronger,
more coherent, more
separate. For, as the nation grew, the establishment grew ~ ~ ~intolero r c
ant. . . .The establishment's epitaph will read:
"The Blacks no longer
want to be integrated; our
youth never did."'
By the time of Woodstock
nation, I had already joined the
establishment, and I looked for
ways to forestall the revolution
by acknowledging the legitimacy
of youth's challenges to the establishment. To my dismay,
events such as the killings at
Kent State, and the end of the
war in Vietnam, served to silence
the protests. In my view, youth
ever since have shown both
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much less organized resistance
and much less creative energy in
all areas than the youth of those
years. But the problems that the
youth revolt unearthed have, on a
deep level, only gotten worse.
We see echoes of these problems
in the so-called current "culture
war" prodaimed by religious
conservatives. Even an astute
politician such as Bill Clinton
bears the legacy of those years of
sexual liberation, drug use, and
anti-war feelings.
The '70s witnessed another
egalitarian social revolution with
greater staying power, the
women's movement. Wlljle I
resisted proclaiming myself as a
voice in that revolution. the argument of one of its early
spokeswomen made a lasting impression. Shulamith Firestone, in
her book, The Diulelic of Sex
compared the inequality of
women to that of the young.10
Finally, 1had a key to unraveling
Jefferson's contention in Arnerica's Declaration of Independence: "All men are created
equal," The founding fathers did
not regard children as created as
men. Children's creation leaves
them in a state inferior to men
and they must earn equality with
rnaturj ty. Furthemore, in the
common mind, many people
never attain complete maturity
and become, to some degree or
other, perpetual children: the
imbeciles, the insane, those
dominated by bad habits (alcoholism, lechery, etc), the nayve,
the uncultured (for "inferior"
backgrounds, e.g., native Americans), those bereft of religious

7

faith, the weak (perhaps including most women) and dependent.
In this society, all of us grow
up with the experience of inequality as an almost everyday
occurrence of childhood, adolescence. and even young adulthood. We encounter our parents
when the disparity in power and
importance seems a qualjty of all
human relationships. Many social ir~stitutionsseem to repeat
the inequality between parent and
child. The child begins by feeling her inferiority to everybody.
She can, therefore, act egocentrically, or what adults typically
refer to as irresponsibly, on the
assumption that a superior adult
will tell her when she has stepped
out of bounds, i.e.. when she has
violated a rule of adult society
and must therefore alter her hehavior or risk continuing censure.
The child's sense of inequality
carries over into relationships
with siblings, where parents reinforce the cultural bias that
"older" represents "wiser,"
"more responsible," i.e., "better."
Eventually, however, a young
person encounters another who
can't be easily classified as his
inferior or superior. Young children can't really relate to their
"peers," instead they can play
around them, but they cannot
confront the peer and demand
their rights, if the other hurts
them, they turn immediately to
Ihe moral authority, their parent
or other adult, to rectify the situation.
When children begin to lose
their egocentricity and their habit
of relating only to the parent au-
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thority, they typically choose as
their first companions older children who act as their superiors
and, in that manner, ease the
transition born hierarchy to
equality. The child typically enters the neighborhood playgroup
as a younger and inferior member, but stays to the point of assuming relative equality with
other members of the group.

Thefounding fathers
did not regard children
as created as men.
The experience of equality
typical Iy occurs somewhat later
in school than it does at play.
Schools enforce the hierarchical
structures of society more rigidly
than most institutions, actively
discouraging students from having relationships with other students that don't involve the
teacher or other adult authority as
a supervising third party.
Schools do not regard the young
as equals, they certify selectively
for admission to adult society.
Given that mission, schooling
in the '70s underwent the impact
of behaviorist psychological
theories. The structure of disciplines movement had produced
competjtjon within schools that
left many students in a position
of relative failure. BehavjoraI
technology promised to shape
successful behavior in virtually
all students. To do so, educators
had to define their goals in terms

of specific outcome behaviors on
the part of students.
The values regulating schools
became largely technical, involving the scientific search for the
most effective means to universal
educational goals. At the same
time, educators had to avoid a
currjculum biased in favor of any
particular cultural tradition, particularly one that supported the
values of dominant groups in society. Therefore, the goals became technical skills-e.g., the
3R's, critical thinking4efined
operationally and achieved in
incremental steps. Eamonn Callan argues that this has Icd to a
least-common-denominator curriculum, with educational goals
that no cultural group would oppose.
Psychological behaviorism
regards sludents exclusively from
an objective perspective. lt provides objective equality of opportunity by manipulating the school
environment so that each student
acquires the same repertory of
behaviors. My criticism pointed
out that this objective view of
equal opportunity does not attend
to the student's subjective experience.
Equal opportunity, in an important aspect, answers io (he
demands of individual conscience, i.e., the need of individuals to believe that people yet
what they deserve. As Melvin
Lemer's research suggest s.I2
people desire to Live in a just
world because of the implicit
contract each person makes with
herself that her efforts will bring
appropriate awards, enah ting the

''
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individual to persevere in the
face of obstacles. For that purpose, however, people seek, not
objective equal opportunity, but
subjective equal opportunity.
Alfred Schutz argues that objective equal opportunity can't be
achieved, since no society can
provide an equal chance for high
status positions to all its members. I ' Schutz argues that people
value objective equal opportunity
for others. For themselves, they
seek, not equal opportunity, but a
unique opportunity, the sense
that others will reward them for
their unique qualities. They want
equal opportunity for others to
insure that the social system in
which they seek unique opportunities treats others fairly. But
objective equal opportunity
doesn't work in cases where a
person finds herself typified in
terms of race, ethnic background,
sex, etc., in ways that ovewheIm
her personal uniqueness.
In the case of members of
groups typically discriminated
against in a culture, objective
equality of opportunity fails on
the subjective level. While it
serves as a reminder that justice
for members of a group subject
to discrimination requires a degree of equality. it does not touch
the subjective experience of
members of such groups. The
person thus grouped for provision of objective equal opportunity often feels limited thereby in
her pursuit of unique opportunities.
In the'80s and '90s, America
has witnessed a series of ongoing
egalitarian revolutions. The

struggle for equality of women
has dominated academic inquiry
in philosophy of education, as
elsewhere. Right now, perhaps
the cutting-edge issue in American society concerns respect for
the lifestyles of gay and lesbian
Americans, an issue that schools
have approached only very gingerly.
One egalitarian revolution
that has impacted schools in a
major way involves recognition
that schools would greatly increase their efforts to provide
equal opportunities fot young
people with disabilities. Working out the implications of the
federal legislation in this area has
led to the recent U .S. Supreme
Court decision that public
schools must provide expensive
nursing care if that wilI enable
students to participate equals
in Ieaming. I would point out,
however, that the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act
and the Americat~swith Disabilitics Act give rights not so much
to the disabled themselves as to
their parents, to insist that
schools no longer deny their
children opportunities as in past
eras has so frequently occurred.
I think it likely that the last
group in any society to engage
successfully in egalitarian revolution will consist of its young
people. In the late '60s in
American education, that kind of
revolution seemed to begin. But
the counter revolution appears to
have swept away most of its effects. The young today smolder
in relative silence. I don't think
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that philosophers of education
should let that issue die.
Adults generally, and the
people specifically charged with
the schooling of the young, make
Iittle effort today to recognize the
degree to which adolescents begin to form a culture in opposition to the culture of adults. Judith Rich Harris caused a recent
sensation with her book, 7he
Nurture Assumption: Why C.'hldren Turn Our the WaayThey
~ 0 . In
' it,
~ she notes how children and adolescents develop a
culture with its own words, rules
and games, in opposjtion to adult
rules.
Teenagers, in particular, seek
to establish an identity different
From that assigned them by
adults. Harris notes that programs of bilingual education report limited success in large part
because students want to talk likc
their peers, in the face of adult
pressures. Similarly, school programs targeted at getting teenagers to stay in school, forego iHegal drugs and abstain from sexual
relations have little effect on [he
adolescent culture and, therefore,
on the individual teenagers
whose allegiance to that culture
runs much deeper than most
adults will acknowledge.
The novelist, Allison Lurie,
writes:
There is a big difference
between the books that
parents and teachers and
librarians choose and the
books that kids prefer.
What grownups want are
stories in which children
are helped by and learn
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from grownups. The
books children choose for
themselves typically feature a group of kids who
face dangers, have exciting adventures, and help
instruct one another. Any
adults who are important
in the story are apt to be
vil~ains.'~
Lurie gives an example of
such a story, The Haunted
School, in which "a sixth grader
finds his way into a part of the
school building that has been
boarded up since 1947, when an
evil photographer, taking a class
picture, caused all 27 children to
vanish." Lurie continues the
story: "The class has survived
for half a century in an alternative world that is entirely black
and white." A few of the students "remain in the classroom in
a hopeless gray condition,"
which, as Lurje notes, ''will be
familiar to anyone who remembers the longest, most colorlessly
boring days of their own education."
Recently, Lynn Minton, in
her weekly column in Parade,
asked teenagers to name their
favorite TV characters and tell
why.I6 A 13-year-oldgirl chose
Buffy the Vampire Slayer because "She seems to be a misfit
wherever she goes. No one understands that she is saving the
world horn evil.. ..To top off her
slaying job, she has school and
personal responsibilities. It's
hard to be a teenage girl because
people try to overprotect you or
take advantage of you. But

Buffy can take care of herself
.. .and won't let other people take
advantage of her." I find in her
statement a brilliant summary of
the adolescent predicament in
America.
Unfortunately, American society presents few opportunities
for teenagers to do anything so
vital as slaying vampires. Aside
ftom boys' varsity athletic competition in football and basketball, schools generally minimize
the accomplishments of adolescents. Even graduation from
high school represents a requirement imposed on the young more
than an achievement that earns
the respect of adults.'' As Deborah Meier writes, "What we do
in schools bears little resemblance to anything that we can
convince kids powerful adults do
later on in their lives."''
Why do I think it important
that adults begin to grant the
young equality of respect? First
of all, because I don't believe
that we can provide the young
with equal opportunities until we
do. As long as we view people
as our inferiors, we will, at best,
provide them with opportunities
we deem appropriate to their
status; and, I insist, we should
not take equality to mean "appropriateness." Schools today,
typically, under the guise of
equal opportunity, sort tlre young
into groups according to what
educators deem appropriate
treatment for their differences.
The schools' wariness about
cultural differences has resulted
in the least common denominator
curriculum. Their attempts to

equalize the opportunities of different groups have resulted in
what many regard as failure.
From the subjective perspective
of individual students, they seek
unique, not equal opportunities.
But, because, as young people,
adults type them as inferior, individual opportunity depends upon
assertion of their group's right to
respect. That respect continues
to elude them.
The young, therefore, don't
function as advocates of public
schools. Parents and other adults
set the agendas of schools, and
many have become disillusioned
with public schools. Perhaps still
faring the fallout of the adolescent rebellion of the late '60s, a
recent sunley of 2000 adults by
the Public Agenda found them
"riveted by the need to teach kids
integrity, ethical behavior, rsspect, and civility.'9 But, Amencans increasing1y regard public
schools. with their emphasis
principally on technical values,
as environments unlikely to provide appropriate ethical education. For this variety of reasons,
America witnesses today the
rapid growth o f private and rcligjous-based schools. Many
adults see schools today as unable to meet their large-scale
public mission, including equal
opportunity, without trammeling
on the freedom of parents and
removing the schools from t llci r
links to local communities.
i have said that in seeking to
strengthen democracy in American society, Americans should
strive to balance equality with
freedom and community. But
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that cannot occur in schools as
long as students do not receive
equality of respect. Equal opportunity begins with the recognition
of the other's equality with oneself.
Some writers on equality in
education (such as Ann Bastion
and her co-authors" ) call on
public schooling to empower

each student according to his or
her individual needs for f i l l participation in a democratic, problem-solving society. Such recommendations strike me as getting way ahead of the current
situation. Americans still have
no convincing evidence that societies can structure schools so as
to empower all the young. In-

stead, I think educators should
first strive to remove socially
imposed handicaps that keep students from finding their own
means to empowerment. This
would begin with the recognition
that no person--no matter how
small--needs to prove his or her
worthiness to belong to that
society.
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Despising Students:
Learning with People

w

hile I was conducting
post-doctoral work at
Penn State University
in 1994, Z learned to despise the
word "student ." Though most of
them were already famiiiar to
me, I was spending a great deal
time reading tlie works of [van
tilich at the time. Through IlIjch's writings T learned that the
word "student" imposes an institutionally defined set of behavioral and attitudinal expectations
o n people. conditioning us to ignore and, hence, disrespect the
historical and autobiographical
influences that shape who they

are as persons. Among those expectations is the institutional requirement that students must respect their teachers merely because of their superior status
witbin the hierarchy of the institution that we call school. At the
same time that schoo t ing demonstrates no respect for those persons compelled to endure it, it
cornrnalds them to respect the
institution and agents of schooling. Is it any wonder, then, that
compulsory schooling produces
so many instances of what is
commonly misinterpreted as
"failure"'?
Herbert Kohl distinguishes
between school failure and what
he terms not learning. Failure,
Kohl points out, in~pliesthat

David A. Gabbard
Lust Caroliria Utiiversit~'

someone's desire to learn has
somehow been frustrated by their
lack of ability. Not learning, on
the other hand, entails no such
desire. Not learning represents a
willed refusal to learn, and, in my
view, signifies a legitimate response to the lack of respect
demonstrated by traditional
schooling's refusal to take account of people's subjectivities
and the lived and historical experiences which infom them.
Unless schools learn to address
people as socio-historical, cultural beings, unless they lean1 to
bring dignity to their learning,
not learning will contiriue to frustrate the efforts of even the most
dedicated and well-intended
teachers.

Herbert Kohl
distinguishes between
school failure and what
he terms not learning.
-

I have tried to address these
issues in my own teaching by
refusing to expect any special
respect from the people in m y
classes. It has also been from
Illich than I have learned to djstinguish between hope and ex-

pectation. I hope that those persons will respect me. But hope,
unlike expectation, affords people the dignity to base the attitudes that they hold toward me,
not on my position within the
hierarchy of the institution. but
on their experience. In this light,
t am obliged to earn their respect
through my actions, including
and especially the respect that I
demonstrate for and toward
them. This adds numerous layers
of complexity to my t e ~ h i n gfor
,
not only must I know my subjecr
matter, I musl also make a11 effort to know those whom I teach.
This krlowledge conditions the
materials that I choose to have
them read and engage. Respecting their dignity as perso~lsleads
me to construct activities through
which they wiH be able to critically reflect upon and integrate
their own experiences, and their
interpretations of those expcriences, into thcir learning. Furthermore, it leads me to assun~c
that all of my students p~>ssess
the capacity to learn. It I S my
primary job to inspire them to
want to actively engage that capacity. Moreovcr, I strive to
make my courses both professionally relevant and personally
meaningful to those whom I
teach.

-
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You will notice that I have
chosen not to use the word student in reference to those whom I
teach. One further lesson that I
have taken from Illich, one that
he shared with me during a personal conversation, relates to the
etymology of the word pupil.
There is a reason that we use the
word pupil to refer lo those
whom we teach and the dark spot
in the middle of our eye. What
do we see when we gaze deeply
into the pupil of another's eye?

We see a reflection of ourselves.
For Illich, and myself, this etymological knowledge helps us

What do we see when
we gaze deeply into the
pupil of another's eye?
grasp the inherently ethical/moral
nature of teaching. When we

teach, we leave an impression of
ourselves upon and within an-

other person. What we teach and
how we teach impacts the
knowledge and attitudes that pupils carry into the world, thus
conditioning the options they
view as possible and the choices
that they make in their daily
lives. I remind myself of this
each and every time that I step
into the classroom to help me
remember that 1must approach
my pupils with dignity and respect and the activity of teaching
with reverence that it deserves.
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"If w e are willing to conceive education as the process
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The End of Education by Neil Postman:
A Personal Response
Roberta Nauman
Administrator for Curriculum and S~ujfDevelopment ar Larkin
Admirlistration Center
Member of School District U-46 Instrucfiorial Council

'y initial reading of
Postman occurred after
.hearing him speak at
the College of DuPage while 1
was actively i n ~ a l v c das a
teacher of teachers and future
teachers. My second reading occurred after I had retired from
active teaching and was seming
on the District Curriculum Oversight Council of a large urban
school dismct. Both readings
had profound yet different impacts; both readings gave me 3
greater appreciation for my own
education.
The title of the book creates
its interest from dual possibilities
of the meaning of end-the finale and the purpose for which
something is undertaken. Postman invites the reader to think of
both ends and suggests that if
schools and the public which
necessarily must support then1
cannot agree on one or more
compelling purposes for which
the educational enterprise is undertaken, then the finale will not
be long in coming-"there is no
surer way to bring an end to
schooling than for it to have no
end " (p. 4). In fact, he points to
some disturbing trends which
may foreshadow that end.

A serous investigation of
learning is both a technical or
engineering question-how
should learning take place?-and
a metaphysical one--how can
learning be a transformative experience for the learner and what
type of transformation is desirable? Postman contends that
way too much attention is paid to
the technical aspects and way too
little to the metaphysical aspects.

I share wit11
Postman the
unshakable faith
that a liberal
democracy offer$
the best o ~ ~ o r t u n i t v
to build viable
community and
to realize
lr uman potential

;

4

Postman devotes much of his
text to an exploration of the gods
that serve and gods to serve, i.e.,
the reasons for learning, which
he contends are embedded in stories or narratives. Not all these
-

gods are worthy ends for learning, thus, he draws a distinction
between true and false gods. A
true or worthy godnarrative
"tells of origins and envisions a
future, a story that constructs
ideals. prescribes rules of conduct, provides a source of authority, and above all, gives a sense
ofcontinuity and purpose. A
god, in the sense I a m using the
word, is the name of a great narrative, one that has sufficient
credibility, complexity, and spmbolic power to enable one to organize one's life around it " (pp.
5-6). Allhough he uses the lower
case g in god, his description rzminds the reader of many of the
great religions of the world and,
indeed. his belief in the possibility of education spreading democracy and weaving the social
fabric r e n ~inded this reader of
John Dewey.
Some of d ~ false
e
gods Postman attempts to dethrone gave
me concern-not because I disagreed with what he said, but because they corrlmand so much
allegiance currently. Among the
false gods or those that fa11to
serve are: the god of ~narket
econo~rlyand the related god of
consumership, the god of

.
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econon~icutility, the god of technology, the god of multiculturalism. He makes a distinction between multiculturalism, which
he-like Schlessinger-sees as
divisive, and cultural diversity,
which he sees as part and parcel
of the American Creed.
Postman is unabashedly
committed to the American
Creed which he believes is one of
those compelling narratives
meeting his criteria for a true god
above. In stating his allegiance
to the Creed, he is not overlooking its flaws but believes that it
can serve as a guiding principle
for ideals yet to be realized.
"The creatiori of the Constitution,
including the limitations of the
men who wrote it, is only an
early chapter of a two-hundredyear-o ld narrative whose theme
is the gradual and often painful
expansion of the concepts of
freedom and humanity." (p. 54).
The latter reminds me of the
pain I experienced as a sevenken-year-old college freshman
reading My rdal's American Dilemma. The fact that the reality
did not square with the dream
was not a reason to abandon or
ridicule the dream but a reason to
work harder to make the dream a
reaIity. I share with Postman the
unshakable faith rhat a liberal
democracy offers the best opportunity to build a viable community and to realize human potential.
In my own recent experience,
I have returned to serve on a curriculum council at whose inception I served over thirty years
ago. Then the Council was

struggling to bring some order to
K through 12 cunicula which
varied considerably both within a
school and between schools in
the district. Now the h i t s of the
Council's labor is evident as
groups bring one proposal after
another to the Council for review. Writing teams come from
several schools and proposals are
tied to district and state goals and
often to some authoritative study
or report. I remark about how
knowledgeable and sophisticated
we have become. Yet why do
these proposals seem lacking in
some fundamental way?

Education properly
conducted prepares one
for livirrg, not just
making a living.
I fear Postman is right-they
are more technical than rnetaphysical. Every proposal seems
concerned about preparing students for the world of work or
the demands of higher education;
every proposal strives to include
the most advanced technology
that can be brought to bear.
Postman does not deny that
one day students will have to
take their places in the world of
work nor that what has occurred
in their learning will affect what
they bring to whatever career
they pursue. Yet he subscribes to
the notion that education properly conducted prepares one for
living, not just making a living.

I
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Postman has much to say
about technology. I t was the
subject of the speech to which I
referred earlier and an entire
book which he has written.
Again, Postman is not antitechnology. However, he does
not believe technology should
drive the educational enterprise.
Too often, important questions
concerning technology's impact
on people, distribution of power,
language, and institutions are ignored. Technology is equatcd
with the number of computers
and the amount of software
available in a school. If educators would be proactive, as
Stephen Covey suggests, they
and their students would not orlly
be learning how to use technulogy but also how to study its effects.
Postman thinks rhat every
subject should be taught from an
historical perspective. It is consistent with h s concern for considering where have we becn,
where are we now. where do we
want to go, and why do we want
to go there. He discusses a kind
of education, the Great Conversation, initiated by Robert Hutchins at the University of Chicago. I was privileged as an undergraduate to participate in that
"conversation," and it forever
shaped my thinking about learning. Very few of us discussed
what we intended to do after
graduation. We did, however,
discuss Galileo and Newton,
Hobbes and Locke, and Bacon
and Kant. The curriculum had a
shape, and each part was related
to every other. Professors were

not purveyors of knowledge but
framers of questions. A question
posed to a professor would most
likely elicit a question in return.
It was lively, sometimes uncomfortable, yet ultimately transformative. One left a different person.

I believe that there are places
where teachers and students
share an excitement about learning and important reasons for its
undertaking. Yet having been in
many classrooms over a period
of years, I am aware that there is
a lot of complacency, boredom,
avoidance, and aimlessness in
both teachers and students. We
have recently become aware of
the presence and danger of alienation, resentment, and outright
hostility in schools. How wc got
to this juncture has been endlessly debated. Whether we can
pull back from the brink is not at
all certain. But try we must.
In his elaboration of gods that
serve or could serve education by
providing a reason for learning,
Postman suggests that there is
hope. The American Creed, with
its sometimes contradictory purposes of acculturation and the
creation of critical and independent thinkers, is still very viable.
The Spaceship Earth, embodying
concerns for the creation of
communities in which the respect
for the environment and respect
for persons shape the narrative.
can provide a worthy reason for
learning.
The Fallen Angel as a narrative would tackle the desire for
absolutes in an imperfect world.
Again, history can be used to il-
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lustrate the problems that have
arisen when individuals or
groups have assumed they know
The Truth or have aspired to absolute authority. The journey
toward truth using error as a
teacher can inspire a process in
which students and teachers are
co-learners imbued with a lively
sense of purpose.
All of the above are possible
and do guide education and educational discourse here and there.
But, as Americans. we no longer
have a consensus about what our
schools should be about. and this
lack may prove our undoing.

As Americarls, we no
lotrger have a consensus
about what our schools
should be about,
and this lack may
prove our undoing.
This response to Postman has
been written over a period of
months, rather than days or
hours. In addition to continuing
on the Curriculum Council of a
large economically and culturally
diverse city, I have accepted a
posi tjon guiding the educational
program for an agency serving
at-risk children, many of whom
have been abused and neglected.
A day does not go by in my work
that I do not think of Postman.
In our lobby and on our literature, the Agency says we exist
"to nurture and challenge individuals with special behavioral

and emotional needs, so they
may free themselves for
participation in family and society." We accomplish this mission by creating an environment
which is structured. protective,
and therapeutic and by providing
services which enhance an individual's intellectual, emotional,
vocational, physical, and spiritual
capabilities." However, on the
individual treatment plan for
each client, we list the goal for
education as preparing the student to return to public school.
When I have questioned the
lack of depth in this goal and m y
concerns about things we do in
service of the goal, I am told that
it is dictated by those who send
us their behaviorally disturbcd
children to treat. 1 am told that
the reason our clients are not in
public school is because of their
behavior; therefore. we need first
and foremost to get them to behave. Behavior management
takes priority over Learning,
compliance over responsibility.
Because all teachers are expected
to teach all subjects, I am told not
to question that 1 see little science being taught in many classrooms, very little cooperative
learning, very little awareness of
multiple modes of learning and
multiple intelligences, and too
little use of students' developing
cognitive abilities in making
choices and solving problen~s.
Whenever I have the opportunity, I initiate discussion of our
mission as an agency and how
we can both pursue that mission
even as we prepare kids to return
to public school. In the current
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climate ofaccountability, the
Education Program (I.E.P.) but
public will to provide funds for
as a whole human being whose
public education and for alternamany strengths and limitations
tive schooling for those in need
will shape the journey toward
of more intensive services will
fulfillment of our mission for that
not persist if the young persons
individual.
we are supposed to be serving
emerge ill prepared for the challenges they face.
Be'1avior management
In this Agency situation,
there is a rayof hope. ~ o of s ~
takes priority over
the staff are individuals who
leamirtg, ~0ritpliaitce
could earn considerably more
elsewhere. They continue beover responsibility.
cause they care about the students they serve, and they believe
In a sense, we are in a better
they are doing important work.
position than the public schools
My challenge is to build on this
in that we have a mission to
foundation an educational prowhich staff, students, parents1
gram which is truly "missionbased'-for which the individual
guardians, and our client
child is seen not as an Individual

agencies can and in some important respects do support.
Even my public school district
cuniculum council has taken the
opportunity to dialog about substantive issues in the lull before
the onslaught of new proposals
for the next academic year.
For years I have awaited the
doomsday clock on the cover of
The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists
to learn how d o s e the experts
thought the world was to nuclear
catastrophe. To my knowledge,
there is no comparable clock for
public education in America.
Yet, I suspect if there were,
Postman would be one of those
to consult as to how far the minute hand should be from
midnight.
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"What is philosophy if not a way ofreflecting, not so much
on what is true and what is false, as on our relationship to
truth?. .. The movement by which, not without effort and
uncertainty, dreams and illusions, one detaches oneself
from what is accepted as true and seeks other rules - that is
philosophy. The displacement and transformation of
frameworks of thinking, the changing of received values
and all that work that has been done to think otherwise, to
do something else, to become other than what one is - that
too is philosophy."
Michael Foucault. "The Masked Philosopher," Ethics: Sub-iectivit~
and Truth, ed. Paul Rabinow. (NY:The New Press, 1997), p.327.
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Autumn Classic
I'd like to think E taught you the one lesson
I knew well. In your dangling racquet, sweat-chapped
eyes, the silent tantrum of your shrug, you were discovering grace

in defeat. It was my first semester in the part-time English game,
a pack and a half habit I could neither quit nor survive, a family
to

feed -- everybody's blues. But twice a week, September to December,

we skinned out of our boring teacher's clothes and problems, draped ourselves

in filthy shorts and tees, and burst our hearts on court nine.
Between you demolishing me fifteen-seven, fifteen-four, we would breathe

together about students working the system, poems too numb to crawl
from our heads, the poverty we were contracted to. Once I said, "I don't even know
what I'm martyring myself for." but the echo said "murder1'and I'm not sure
you knew the difference.

In October, my streak began when T swept you three games on a Tuesday
and two-of-three on Thursday. Low and behind me, high right down the wall,

my serve, for once. low and blurred. I began to feel magnanimous
-- big because I could win without dancing, wise because I held my advice.
Granted, victory was often thin, coming from behind and stretching you out seventeen-

fifteen, twenty-eighteen. But I was beginning to believe I might be a clutch player,
a guy who could come back, late in the semester, and show everyone that

I

I could catch

I

!

i
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I n class, I stopped giving second chances, made them believe that an essay

should have more than a head, body and feet -- that it had to have blood and liver,

something like agility. And at home, my wife and I had sex more often, my daughter
was learning to talk.
My streak didn't last. One night, my own s m e pokked off the wall and hit me in the eye.

After that, my body rattled, there was a wince in my knee, 1 couldn't hold enough air.
You said. "I am definitely in Love7'and went on to sweep all three on aces.
From that day on, you'd take two sets for my every one. You had found a corner

I couldn't get to, and you planned to stay there till you caught me. I decided
to quit and move to Kansas, where I had friends nearby and a day job

if I wanted it.

My center-court serve grew flabby and pale, my bullet down the right wall plopped
in your lap. I had to steal your comer shot to score. My classes collided,
great continental plates grinding together, pushing up mountains of paper, destroying

the landscape, I lost my patience with Tabitha and Brianna. In late November you swept
again. W e were tied.

Days before I announced I was trading Black Swamp for sky,weeks

before we went to Ann Arbor to shop for rings, rehearsing your proposal, two months
before you helped me stuff our furniture in a rented truck, we broke the tie.

One game apiece, deep into the third, I was out of air, weak and red.
Anyone could see that I had fallen to one knee, that I was breathing too hard,
but I'd like to think I was teaching a lesson, my last shot, hollow and untouchable,
a wisp of smoke you could almost see.

Scott Coykendall
Writer-al-Large
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From Buffalo to Beijing and Back:
An Intercultural Perspective on Studying Abroad
Kathlyn Y.Wiggins-Jones, Ph.D.
State UniversiQ College At Buffalo
Anaxet Y. Jones, undergraduate
Wmhiwgton Universi~yat St. Louis

"We are livi~igrn a new age
which itselfis defined by thefncr
that the challenges weface do
not respect any conve?tlional
boundaries. They clort 't respect
geographicnl boundaries and
they don 'I respect old definitions. " (Richard F. Celeste)

ince the demise of the cold
war,the world has become
a global entity of interdependence fiorn myriad perspectives+conomical, political, social and cultural. Evidence of this
phenomenon is apparent in
economist Alan Greenspan's
watchful analysis of the United
States domestic stock market,
which traditionally has been affected by various international
events. Terrorism in Afnca, economic downturns in Brazil and
other Latin American countries,
Japan's and Russia's struggle to
institute economic reforms, and
ethnic cleansing in Kosovo are
examples of international issues
and crises which potentially
caused stock market fluctuations.
Also. there are the issues surrounding the ongoing discourse
between China and the United
States regarding human rights,
rnilitary/nuclearsecrets, and the

burgeoning economic nexus between the two super powers, including the impact of China's
membership in the World Trade
Organization.

This paper will focus on
the case study/single
country approach as a
means of resolving the
issues regarding who is
responsible for creating
and developing rr global
workforce for the
21" century.
The challenges which lie
ahead center on the development
of an astute workforce consisting
of professionals who possess international skills and abilities. In
other words, workforce 2000 and
beyond will need journalists,
analysts, linguists. lawyers, doctors, diplomats, scholars, and
other experienced personnel who
understand the intricacies of
other global cultures, their history, government, economic fi-

nance and educational systems
and the relationship to multiple
and diverse global issues. In addition, there will be a need for
global workers who can address
global issues relating to finance
and trade, the environment, energy, food, population, conflict
resolution, human rights and
ecology. So what is the problem?
From the perspective of Garavalia (1997), Birke1(1994), and
Harari (19921, there is a belief
that, in relation to world affairs,
there is a growing gap between
U. S. students' and foreign students' intercultural and crosscultural competencies, particularly as it relates to the study
abroad experience. In many instances, the intercultural knowledge base of some U. S. College
students, faculty, and staff remains linear and monolithic in
nature. Larnbert's (1 993) perception is that many U. S. citizens
are both absolutely and compxatively ignorant regarding intercultural and global knowledge,
which has the potential of negatively affecting the emerging
work forces' future employment
marketability. This issue is particularly timely given the fact
that many employers will be
I
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seeking graduates and workers
who have international experiences including language fluency
and study abroad accomplishments (Van de Water, 1997). The
existing lack of global awareness
could he perceived as intercultural apathy, which might personally and professionally affect
some students and the United
States as global participants in
ihe realm of foreign diplomacy
and international negotiations.
The implication is that the next
generation
of workers' lack of
mastery in relationship to
internationalism and intercultural:
astuteness could potentially
affect U. S. workers'
employabilj ty and conceivably
jeopardize the United States & a
world leader. Therefore, with the
multjplicit y of challenges
previously presented, two
qriestions emerge: Where does
responsibility lie in the
deielopmen; of global workersin the business or the education
arena and how does one become
a global citizen?
Knight (1 997), Chi toran and
S ymoniden (1995) assert that the
responsibility for preparing and
developing future workers who
possess in tern ational competencies resides primarily with higher
education. They further affirm
that international ski l I cnhancements may be attainable by incorporating an international perspective to alt systems in higher
education, including teaching,
training, research and development, and full immersion in student affairs, as well as campus
services at large. Essentially, the
educational process must become

ititernationalized by modifying
the curriculum to include instruct ions and know ledge that ex pands beyond domestic borders.
This assertion is supported by
many. A case in point is Marden
and Engerman (1 992) who narrow the responsibility for global
preparedness specifically to the
undergraduate programs stating
that "Undergraduate colleges
must play the key role in international education. They must prepare and motivate those students
interested in graduate study and
careers in international studies
and affairs. They must prepare
those who atiend professional
schools. They must educate those
who will become elementary and
secondary schoolteachers and
strengthen pre-collegiate education in international matters.
They must prepare all students to
be responsible world citizens"
(p.43).
Varl de Water (1 997). however, declares that higher education should partner with business
organizations to jdenti fy and prepare the future workforce regarding employment trends, opportunities and skills required of college graduates to compete in a
"borderless job markel." In the
realm of these contentions regarding becoming a global employer or employee, the study
abroad experience seems to be a
primary factor in the task of internationalizing college students.
If this is true, can one assume
that international educatioti is the
solution to developing the necessary skills to function in a universal society?

-- -
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The aforementioned declarations point to Mestenhauser's
(1998) five-strand model of international education which is
compressed into five rubrics;
globalization, mult inationalisrn,
jntemationalization, country general approach, and the case
studylsingle-count approach
also called "country-speci fic."
This paper will focus on the case
studylsingle country approach as
a means of resolving the issues
regarding who is responsible for
creating and developing a global
workforce for the 2 1'' century.
The case study outlines one African American, female, college
student's international experience
from Buffalo, New York to Bejjing, China and back, the venue
is Beijing, China. Her reflections
depict the dynamic impact of the
study abroad experience in becoming a global citizen. T h s includes developing and enhancing
her intercultural, interdisciplinary
and multidisciplinary skills. Also
included in this presentation will
be a reflective dialogue on becoming global from a parental
perspective whose dual role includes serving as a college professor in the field of teacher
preparation. However, before the
presentation of the aforesaid case
study, an examination of international education is provided as a
means of establishing a core
frame of reference.

International Education: A
Framework Defined
The literature review suggests that the difficulty in developing reform policies for international education, where global
citizens can be trained and der7elopedacross all disciplines in
higher education, centers around
myriad definitions of international education which are broad,
arnbi guous, and oftenconhsing.
Presently, there is no baseline
consensus of exactly what international education is--the goals,
mission, rationale or key components. Thus the absence of a unified framework continues to impede the progressive movement
of academic internationaiization.
Therefore, in an attempt to develop a baseline conceptualization of international education, a
cross-section of ideo Iogies is
provided.
In an effort to classify and
categorize international education, descriptive difficulties
emerge in how it should be addressed. Should it be labeled international studies, international
affairs, global education, or the
study of foreign language?
CalIeja (1995) views international education as goal attainment with:
...endeavors aimed at
better international understanding, at increasing
awareness of and respect
for the ideas, cultures, customs, and traditions of others, promoting cooperation
among nations through
closer international relations based on respect for

international law, on justice
and equity, at promoting
peace, through studies of
topics as the causes of conflict and conflict resolution,
the peaceful settIement of
disputes, disarmament.. .it
also covers the basic issue
of human rights and freedoms, and the respect for
the dignity of people as individuals and as members
of their communities. (1 7 )

Presently, there is no
baseline consensus of
exactly what
international education
is--the goals, mission,
rationale or
key components.
The boundaries of internationalization are further expanded by Hayden and Thompson ( 1995) who describe international education as a modification of the curriculum to provide
students with global awareness
skills. Garrett, Macdonald and
Rivera (1997) denounce curriculum revision as the primary focus
of international education but
rather support total infusion of
international strands in every aspect of academia in order to
avoid organizational and interc-ulturalisolation. Mestenhauser
(1 998), Knight (1 9971, and
F m e r (1993) argue that in order
for students to process international education as valid and

economicalIy fruitful competencies, it must be presented as more
than a curriculum add-on to a
pre-existing list of traditional
programs and activities. Therefore, academicians can and must
help in alleviating the confusion
surrounding international education by avoiding labeling Westem focused courses spiced with
international flavor as global
education, international education andtor international relationslstudies.
Although there seem to be
multifaceted aspects of international education, many commonalties are noted. First, intemational education is muttidisciplinary in scope including science,
technology, architecture, history,
economics, business legal studies, languages and cultural systems. This educationally based
multidiscipIinary/intercultural
linkage may enhance the international competencies of future
workers. Second, there is support
for curriculum infusion of international education in academia
because it allows one to view the
world in its totality as a means of
understanding the dynanljc
transnational connections between cultures and regions
(Calleji, 1997; Nelson, 1987).
Case Study-From Buffalo to
Beijing: On Becoming Global
"First-hand experience" is a
phrase that is often used by indi viduals, with little thought or

t

I

comprehension of the significance and importance of the
meaning of those three words.
For instance, in reflecting on

I
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many history lessons beginning
in elementary school through my
high school years, I, along with
many classmates, was taught
about historic events, famous
monuments, architecture, foods,
and the cultural habits of different peoples of the world through
verbal and visual imaginariness.
While this teaching strategy may
be acceptable for studying to
pass a test or write a paper, it is
virtually impossible to fully understand or appreciate the
uniqueness of another civilization without actively engaging in
the routines and tradtitions of
that specific culture. For example, I recall my first international
experience to Balzano, Italy, as a
12thgrade student. I discovered
that fully immersing myself in
mother culture by "walking a
mile in one's moccasins" I developed a love and deeper respect for Italians, their land and
their way of life. 1 gained a
deeper sense of the history that
surrounded me a s 1 walked the
streets of Venice and Florence
and a greater appreciation for
their dietary habits and their
physical fitness. In reflection,
soon after my return home, I recall my mother gazing at me and
saying, "Who are you, Ana? I
don't h o w you anymore. What
did you do over there?' My response was, "Mommy, once you
go overseas, you are never the
same." However, it was not until
another opportunity arose to
travel abroad, which came at the
close of my freshmen year at
Washington University in St.
Louis, that I realized I wanted to

go farther than domestic boundaries. I jumped at the chance to go
to Beijing, China, where I could
stay longer and discover myself
as well as the inhabitants from
another part of the hemisphere.

It is virtually
impossible to fully
understand or
appreciate the
uniqueness of another
civilization without
actively engaging in the
routines and traditions
of that specific culture.
It all started with a telephone
call to my mom in Buffalo, New
York, to ask permission to participate in a program over the
summer to practice my first-year
Chinese skills. For now, I will
just say that she thought the program would take place in St.
Louis. She will fill in the details
during her reflective presentation.
During the Sur~unerof 1998,
at the age of eighteen, I traveled
from Buffalo, New York, to Beijing, China, (a 22-hour flight) to
participate in an intensive Mandarin Chinese program for two
months at Beij ing University,
one of China's premier universities. Before joining the other 13
participants from the University
o i Memphis and Washington
University for this joint, studyabroad program, I journeyed
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alone from Buffalo, New York,
to Tokyo, Japan. Admittedly,
during the 1 5-hour solo aspect of
the flight, I experienced many
emotions. Most memorable were
the fear of the unknown, the excitement of the prospect of a new
adventure, yet nervous as the
only African American on this
educational journey and, for a
brief moment, lonesome for my
regular traveling cornpanionsmy mother and my little sister.
We finally arrived in Beijing
with Mu Lao shi, Professor Mu,
who provided a sense of comfort
as the chaperone. Luckily for
me, she was also my first-year
Chinese teacher at Washington
University which gave me a
sense of security in the familiarity. Due to the long tedious
flight and late arrival to campus,
my memories upon arrival are
somewhat blurred. Yet, I do recall that like my freshman dorm,
floor residents shared a common
bathroom. However, one major
difference was the limited space
accommodations which made inroom studying impossible-a
minor inconvenience since I
learned that some students were
sharing dorm rooms with 19
other students. This, of course,
explains why so many students
preferred to study in the library.
However, since I had difficulty
adjusting to the lack of studying
space and air conditioning, I
moved the next day. My second
living arrangement was great; I
had air conditioning, a private
bathroom, and a desk for studying. But, other group members
were not as lucky. Hence,
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shortly thereafter. everyone
moved to a hotel adjacent to Beijing University sa that we could
all be together and enjoy the
same accommodations. I guess
we had not assimilated; and, to
be honest, none of us wanted to
at that moment.
Once on campus, 1 felt overly
displaced for many reasons. First,
Beijing University, also known
as Bei Da, is much larger than
Washington University's campus
of about 11,000 students. Second, being in unfamiliar territory,
I felt like a freshman and relived
the "freshman blues" all over
again, primarily because I did not
know anyone other than Mu Lao
shi nor did I know where anything was. When I attempted to
ask for directions, I discovered
that my speaking ability was very
limited: I lacked the necessary
skills not only to ask questions,
but also to interpret and understand the answers. Although the
attempts to communicate provided excellent opportunities to
practice my speaking and comprehension skills, it was still fi-ustrating. I soon realized that I had
to quickly learn in order to survive in China. Furthermore, as
the only African American in my
group of 13 and as one of only
three A&cm Americans that I
saw on Bei Da's campus, I experienced indescribable cultural
isolation. The cultural loneliness
I felt can only be compared to all
my educational experiences as a
minority attending White schools
and colleges.
From an academic perspective, my adjustment to what I

would classify as the nontraditional class schedule was
initially very arduous. We attended classes for two and one
half-hours from Sunday through
Thursday. Nevertheless, during
this time the group practiced all
aspects of the Chinese language
including reading, writing,
speaking, and listening. Our first
assignment in Chinese writing
and communication was to advertise for a tutor. We had to
provide our name,telephone
number, and address with a request explaining a need for a mutual exchange partner. The purpose of the Chinese tutors was to
supplement the formal classes
with individual sessions to help
us with the Mandarin Chinese

pronunciations.

Full immersion did not
occur until I
had the opportunity
to use a squatter.
Each of the three tutors I had was
beneficial in the developnlent
and augmentation of both my
oral and written communication
skills which helped me to become more independent. This
interactive process was beneficial
to all involved: I had the opportunity to enhance my Chinese
language skills and my tutors
were able to practice their English language skills. This method
of study was invaluable for several reasons. First, the tutors
were my primary contact with
-

the Chinese culture; and because
they were students like myself,
they were very receptive to the
many seemingly simplistic and
sometimes awkward questions
asked regardless of the scope,
nature, or sensitivity. These regular interactions broadened my
interpersonal, intercultural skills.
In my continuous effort to
become global, my learning experiences in the group soon extended beyond the tutors and the
classroom. We had many opportunities to actually live, feel, and
touch what we could only imagine in our 7'h and gth grade social
studies classes. We engaged in
weekly excursions touring numerous, historical sites and
monuments in the Beijing area
such as the Forbidden City,
Tiananmen Square, the Great
Wall, the Golden Goose Pagoda,
the Peking Man Cave, Terra
Cotta Soldiers and Horses in
Xian (a city south of Beijing), the
Temple of Heaven, and numerous other temples.
Having the opportunity to
visit these historic and welldocumented sites, such as
Tjananmen Square and the Great
Wall, engendered new knowledge and a deeper respect for the
culture and architecture of the
Chinese civilization. While touring many of the sites, I noted the
use of vivid colors and intriguing
images in all of the hand-painted
artwork. While visiting the temples I was in a constant state of
amazement at the attention given
to even the smallest details of
each room and archway. Each
painting was intricately distinct.

-
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The visits lo the temples were
informative in other aspects. We
were fortunate enough to be able
to actively engage in peoplewatching where we could observe people worshipping different Buddhas. In one respect, I
was upset because I felt that the
tourists, including myself, were
infringing on sacred grounds by
gawking and gazing at the wor-

shippers until I realized that
many of the tourists were Buddhists. I was grateful to have an
opportunity to learn more about
the religion to supplement some
of my college courses on Asian
religions.
In reference to touching and
feeling what I could only imagine in my middle school and high
school history classes, there i s no
greater example of first-hand experience than when I actually
climbed and touched the Great
Wall of China. I remember
learning about the Great Wall,
how the first emperor of united
China had it erected to defend his
territory against nomadic tribes,
and that it took a number of years
to complete. Hence, I had a preconceived image of what the
Great Wall of Chna looked like;
however, I could never imagine
the magnitude of the wall, nor
the many stones the laborers
gathered and dragged up and
across miles of mountains. Even
today, I still cannot comprehend
the vast number of workers
needed to build the historic
monument nor how many lives
were lost in the process. In many
ways the construction of the
Great Wall can be compared to

the erection of the Egyptian
pyramids. The persistence it must
have taken to complete both projects speaks for the work ethic of
the Chinese and Egyptian people.
The competencies gained were a
greater sensitivity to slavery
across cultures, a greater knowledge of Chinese history, and a
greater appreciation for both the
Chinese and Egyptian cultures.
Another aspect of the Chinese culture that has helped me
to become more global is their
cuisine. Firs? and foremost, I
must say that authentic Chinese
food is wonderful. It is immensely different from A n l e r i canized Chinese food. My first
meal in China was Peking duck
which is of great significance to
me because, while dining, I noticed that the Chinese did not order individual meals: They ordered many dishes to share. I
found this aspect of collective
sharing to be refreshing. It was
nice to sample different dishes
instead of being restricted to one.
My favorite meal was steamed
and boiled dumplings respectively, known as baozi and jiaozi,
and hot beef noodles. I would be
remiss if I failed to acknowledge
sampling dog meat, or Gou Rou.
While many people might shnnk
at the thought of eating dog meat,
it is significant to the Chinese
culture. (For the record, it tastes
like chewy beef.)
The experience of living as
many Chinese do also enhanced
my immersion into the Chinese
culture. Another experience that
helped my immersion into and
understanding of the Chinese cul-
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ture, I walked along the same
streets, inhaled the same heavily
polluted air, and rode on overcrowded buses. The number-one
mode of transportation being bicycling, I bought a bike to get
around. At first, I was a bit nervous because I had not ridden a
bike in almost five years, but I
soon adjusted. It felt good to be
able to walk and talk among the
Chinese on their soil. However,
for me, full immersion did not
occur until I had the opportunity
to use a squatter, whch is their
toilet. A squatter truly lives up to
its name: It is basically a hole in
the ground and in order to use the
facilities one must squat over it.
Many may feel that this is disgusting and uncivilized; however, I found the squatters to be a
more sanitized way of eliminating waste.
There were many positive
components of my visit to China.
One in particular was the affordable cost of living which probably only applied to foreigners
who received a great exchange
rate. It only cost approximately
five dollars a day to live. This
included three meals and snacks.
Visiting with the people,
more than anyhng else, was the
highlight of my trip. I had many
occasions to improve my language skills whle serving as an
unofficial ambassador to the
United States of America as a
U.S. citizen, student and African
American. My situation was
somewhat different because I am
African American and Black
presence in China is rare. On innumerable occasions, I caught
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people staring at me in awe.
Unlike in America where a stare
is usually one of disgust, the
gapes of the Chinese were simply
ones of curiosty. Some wanted
to touch me; some wanted to talk
to me, and the vast majority
wanted me to take pictures with
them. I was honored.
In reflection and without reservations, one of the most impressive and memorable learning
experiences during m y undergraduate matriculation has been
the study abroad experience. The
benefits were many; I had an opportunity to travel to a specific
place of study to use my language skills and to see words
brought to life. I learned firsthand about Chinese architecture,
technology, and their history. I
participated in the Chinese economy, employed their language on
a daily basis, and enhanced my
knowledge competency regarding their cultural system. My answer to the question "How does
one become global is easily answered as I reminisce about m y
experiences. The study abroad
experience should be a mandatory part of all undergraduate
programs where students can
learn, Iscover, and develop the
necessary skills to work in a
global work environment. And,
the international experience
should extend beyond a few
weeks or months. My twomonth adventure in Beijing,
China, was just enough time for
me to know that I will return for
an extended stay after graduation. The experience opened my
eyes to a culture that in reality J
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knew nothing about, and it
helped to solidify my goals of
becoming fluent in Mandarin
Chinese and pursuing a career in
international law with China as
the primary focus.
On Becoming Global: A

Teacher's Perspective through
Parental Eyes
It truly did begin with a
phone call. However. initially
Anaxet's request was quickly
dismissed when she elaborated
that she would have to travel to
Beijing, China, to practice her
language skills. I viewed her request as an April Fool's joke
primarily because our original
plans consisted of her traveling
abroad at the conclusion of her
sophomore year and not her
freshman year. Also, I knew we
did not have the funds to engage
in an activity which I considered
to be no more than a mere luxury
at that time.

Utrlike in America
where a stare is usually
one of disgust, the gapes
of the Chinese were
simply ones of curiosity.
However, my logical thought
process began to change as I was
completing a paper for presentation and publication focusing on
globalizing the curriculum. This
topic is of great interest to me
because, as an educator in the
Department of Educational

Foundations teaching educational
psychology, a great many of my
students with the desire to become school teachers are grossly
unlearned regarding cultural diversity. Most have never traveled beyond the borders of Buffalo, New York, and this makes
me extremely nervous, especially
since the demographics for classroom 2000 and beyond are increasingly emerging with students from different walks of l j fe,
views, beliefs, customs, religions, and learning styles.
In completing the literature
review for my paper, I became
engrossed with the research findings from an article entitled
"Educating a Globally Prepared
Workforce: New Research on
College and Corporate Perspectives" by Bikson (1996). The information was both informative
and frightening stating "Globalism means knowing how to operate differently because of understanding international systems in
general and their meaning in a
particular ..." (p.14) The article
further elaborated that intercultural competence was becoming
the new requirement which included an "openness to other cultures' values, ability to perform
in a variety of contexts, increased
knowledge base and possibly
foreign language fluency" (p.15).
Bikson summarizes the corporate
viewpoint stating that higher
education had the ability to prepare future workers but presently
U. S. colleges and universities
were not heeding the call for curricuIum reform to meet their human resource needs "Overseas
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we recruit people to work anywhere in the world. In North
America we recruit people to
work in the home country"
(p.17). With two African Arnerican daughters, and being aware
of the negative attitude toward
Affirmative Action, I became
alarmed. I realized that if Anaxet
was to have an opportunity to
fulfill her career dreams and be a
competitive candidate for law
school and future employment,
she had no other option but to
curpe diem by going to China
with the other students. My
thinking was go now rather than
later because the opportunity
may not present itself again. I
immediately called Anaxet and
informed her that I had changed
my mind, stressing, "I don't
know how we will pay for it, but
you must go to China, inform Mu
Lao shi." The rest is history, as
reflected by Anaxet.
From a parental perspective, I
never gave any thought to the
dangers involved with traveling
so far or to the fact that China is
a socialist country with communist tendencies. Even though I
was aware of the various events
that occurred during the Chinese
students' protest at Tiananmen
Square almost ten years ago, I
still was not wonied. What affected me more was previewing
the movie. The Red Corner. I
strongly encouraged Anaxet to
watch that movie and advised her
to avoid bars, night clubs, using
profanity, voicing her opinions
about religion, or discussing sex
during her stay in China. Shortly
thereaffer, I purchased every

book I could locate about China.
I considered this process to bc
my crash course on becoming
global. I read the books from
cover to cover, and my biggest
concern centered around the spitting on the streets. Although this
was considered a norm, it was
also linked with the prevalence
of pneumonia in China. This information motivated me to hastily schedule medical appointments for Anaxct to get every
possible antibiotic for travel to
China. She also visited her otolaryngologist due to bilatera!
hearing loss in her left ear resulting from a viral infection and
was given detailed instructions
and various medication prescnption since she would be responsible for caring for herself. Aware
that medical services would be
available, I was still apprehensive about her receiving medical
care so far away.
At last she had departed and
amved in Beijing, China. Due to
sheer ignorance, I feIt confident
that I couId Iocate Anaxet whenever I desired. I attempted to call
her one Saturday morning about
10:OO a.m. Noting the 12-hour
time difference, my logic was
that she should be in her room
studying. This was my first introduction to becoming global. I
knew "Ni hao" was hello in Chinese, and that "Xie, xie ni" was
thank you, and that the iast name
is stated first. 1 djaIed the required digits and the conversation when like this. " Ni hao,
Zhou An na, speak no Chinese."
The response, "speak no English" click. I called again and

started with " Xie, xie ni, speak
to Zhou An na, big black girl,
speak no English, only black girl
on campus." Once again, the response was, "speak no English

click. I attempted it again repeating a combination of the previous
phrases but this time screaming
into the telephone. My younger
daughter, fourteen at the time,
was awakened from her Saturday
slumber by my screaming. Her
response was "Mommy, hang up
the phone. Let's go to Barnes
and Noble and get a book on the
Chinese language." That was a
good idea. We reviewed several
books and settled on a book that

provided Pinyin and Chinese
Charactets. Pinyin is a translation
of Chinese characters into the
English alphabet since the Chinese language does not use alphabets. However, the only problem was the pronunciation of the
words, and the annunciation of
the tones. I tried to call again to
no avail. My last resort was to
call a Chinese restaurant in the
area to seek a Chinese person
who also spoke English. Luckily,
M a i Zin Restaurant had an employee who translated "Hello,
may I speak to Anaxet Jones, she
is black and resides in building
room ." At that moment I
decided that I must learn Chinese
even more so since Anaxet has
decided to return in the near firture. After that experience, things
ran fairly smoothly because we
had an agreement that I would
wait for Anaxet to call.
So what did I learn vicariously about becoming global?
As a teacher, there is a marked
-9
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distinction between the two cultures. As mentioned before,
many of my students are culturally deprived. Most are unable to
travel abroad because of personal
responsibilities. Therefore, another approach to learning about
the Chinese culture or any culture must be employsd. One
method is to engage the students
in interactive dialogue with individuals from other cultures.
While this will not provide first
hand experience, it will serve as
another medium where students
can begin to develop global
awareness and cross cultural
awareness. Lastly, as a teacher I
realize the importance of infusing
my curriculum with intercultural
components in preparation for a
'*borderlessclassroom." However, thls modification cannot
and should not be the sole responsibility of teachers, but
rather every stakeholder in higher
education, particularly student
affairs and student admissions,
should share in the responsibility
of creating global campuses.
In retrospect, as a parent I,
too, realize that as a result of observing Anaxet 's transformation,
I must become more global. This
revelation was evidencsd during
my attempts to reach Anaxet
while she was in China. As a diversity consultant, I feel this
strategy will have great impact
and progress in eradicating negative stereotypes and prejudices
about other people and cultures.
Ashamedly, I confess that my
howledge of other countries,
their histories, economic systems, and cultural systems is very
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limited. I have gained superficial
knowledge about China through
dialogue wstb Anaxet, learning a
bit of the language, and reading
everything I can about China.

Every stakeholder in
higher education,
particularly student
affairs and
student admissions,
should share in the
responsibility of
creating
global camprr ses.
However, that is not enough. For
these reasons, I am committed to
encouraging my students to step
out of their "comfort zones," to
continually help my daughters to
go farther and stay longer, and
continuing to expand my reach
through travel, reading, and intercultural communication on an
international scale.

Conclusion
This examination reinforces
the compelling call for internationalizing higher education
which is supported by the research efforts of Knight (1 997)
and Sharma, et al., (1991). They
affirm that the responsibility to
prepare the next generation of
workers should begin with higher
education as the catalyst for reform. These researchers suggest
a program that integrates the following components: a holistic

curriculum with an intense study
abroad experience, the development of foreign language fluency, "world mindedness,"
global awareness, environmental
awareness, and cultural pluralism. In addition, such a program
should include an understanding
of U. S. culture, support for internationalism, work placements
abroad, and commitment to foreign students. The attainment of
these competencies is more likely
to produce graduates who possess:

functional intercultural competencies
an expansive understanding
of international horizons
a comprehensive understanding of the depth and degree of
global interdependence
and an understanding of the
habitants of the world beyond
cultural dishes and native
dress which was evidenced in
Anaxet's reflections.
It is time to change the order
of business in how tomorrow's
citizens are educated and prepared to work in the global environment. The significance of this
pronouncement rests sole1y in the
benefit of instituting pedagogy of
global dimensions in every aspect of student life. One proactive strategy is to heed the call to
redefine and expand study abroad
programs. It is an essential element in the formulation of a
globallinternational institution
and the development of international competencies. The study
abroad experience provides an
opportunity for realistic cultural
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experience that cannot be duplicated by watching CNN, the
travel channel, National Geo-

graphic videos, surfing on the
internet, or viewing slides. It is
proposed that the current study
abroad and foreign exchange
programs should be extended beyond a week, a summer or a se-

mester. This extension program
will provide students an opportunity to become fully immersed in
every facet of the international
experience. These reforms, although costly, can be accomplished by establishing collaborative relationships with the business community in training to-

morrow's employees. This ideology contains many of the essential elements of international
education, which embraces democratic entitlement in the form
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness regardless of the geographical location.
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Personal Philosophical Preference Inventory:
A Tool for Increasing Understanding
Glenn Smith, Professor
Counseling, Adult and Health Education
Northern Illinois Universiry

Every philosophy, evey science,
every theolua has its own way of
curving realip into manageable
pieces. People make models of
reality because naked existence
in ilselfseemingly is too vast and
complex ro grasp. (Brian Hines,
1996)

or the past 2500 years, people whose cultures derive
from Europe have emphasized various forms of linguistic
analysis and communication.
From the ancient Greeks and
Romans to contemporary America, most people have praised
logic, persuasion, rational
thought, and clear communication. More years of formal
school for larger and larger proportions of every country's population signal a shared commitment to this value.
Given this fact, why do we
have so much trouble understanding one another? Why do
so many well articulated plans
fail to culminate as their authors
hope? How can we have conversations that appear to result in
agreement-nly
to discover that
somehow we didn't understand
each other after all? Why have
we not settled, once and for all,
questions about why we are here,
how we should live, and for what
may we hope? With more Ph.D.

F
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scientists actively working in the
present generation than in all of
recorded history, why do final
answers to all the most fundamental questions seem to stay
just beyond reach?
ln the middle of the twentieth
century, Harvard trained physicist Thomas K h looked at the
history of scientific investigations and noticed something that
had escaped everyone else. Most
scientists operate on the belief
that however things really are,
they are that way independently
of human perception. In other
words, existence (reality) is universally however it is. We don't
make the rules. Our task is to
discover them. Whether m not
we like what we find, we can
solve the puzzle by careful observation. Modern science, in
practice, assumed-although scientists were part of the natural
world they sought to investigat-that
when scientists were
being scientists, they could separate themselves as observers
from the natural world they studied. Thus wearing the white coat
of objectivity, they could chip
away at ignorance. If enough
scientists worked long enough,
humans could progressively answer all important questions. But
Kuhn demonstrated that all scien-

tific discoveries rested on spe-

cific ussurnptio)~~
about how
things are and must be and what
knowledge is and how we get it.
In other words, all knowledge
depends upon assumptions.
Kuhn dusted off a little used
word to describe the clusters of
assumptions on which any
knowledge must rest. He revived
the word "paradigm." His book,
7'he Structure of Scientflc Revolutions, is still in print-though
it's not easy for most people to
read. Paradigm has become part
of many people's vocabularies.
Its central thesis--that each of us
is able to perceive and make
meaning only because we make
assumptians about reality,
knowledge, and value-is now
widely accepted. Consultants
make generous incomes telling
corporations that they can be
successful only by shifting away
fiom their old paradigms toward
new ones. They remind everyone that the fundamental assumptions that make up the bases of
our operating paradigms are usualIy invisible to us. Only by
sedulous work can we entice the
invisible to appear. When we do
this, we become aware of the determinants of every aspect of our
lived experience.
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Recently, another physicist
has refined the issue of parad i g m by observing that everyone who has been schooled in
European linguistic and rational
traditions tends to think of her or
his experiences of consciousness

How can we have
conversations that
appear to result irt
agreement-only to
discover that somehow
we didn 'f understand
each other after all?
or awareness in one or more of
four different ways. The physicist is Brian Hines. The book he
wrote, God's Whisper, Creation's Thunder: Echoes of Ulrimate Reality in the New Phy~vics,
uses a circle to represent consciousness. As mystics have re-

peatedly noted, reaIity can't be
reduced to words. But "models
of reality" (to borrow Hines's
phrase) get invented as we try to
explain our understandings to
each other.
Hines symbolizes our experiences of reality by noting that we
artificially split the circle from
top to bottom and from side to
side, making four quadrants.
This is because we experience
our awareness in two dichotomies: One is the publicjprivate
split (See Figure I , p. 32). We
are aware of experience that is
shared (for example, several
people stand at the edge of the
-

Grand Canyon observing a sunset). And shared experiences become symbolic (with perceptions
expressed in shared symbols-in
this case probably language).
The other dichotomy is between
objective and subjective awareness (See Figure 2, p. 32). 'The
sun is setting and the canyon is
there whether members of the
group observe those things or
not. But people can stand near
the rim and look at the same sunset while having vastly different
subjective experiences. For exampIe, one observer feels ecstatic
serenity in the shifting color
across the rim on the horizon
while another has a suffocating
panic attack.
Hines reminds us that all four
of' these ways of experiencing the
reality of existence are "real" by
any common sense measure of
what that word means. But from
Socrates's time to the present,
most of us have become preoccupied with only part of the fuII
circle of "beingness." In fact, all
of us potentially experience all
four quadrants of the circle of
consciousness on a continuing
basis. Most of us, however, get
preoccupied with our momentary
location on/in the circle and begin operating as if every part of
our existence can be adequately
explained by the view from that
location.
Each of the four quadrants
can become a metaphorical vantage point from which all of experience is viewed. When this
happens, as it oAen has in Euro
derived cultures over the past
two and a half mellinnia, specific

paradigms develop. Put another
way, Eurosapiens and others
who've adopted their views, have
developed four specific paradigms, called philosophic systems. The four of these, correspond roughly to the four quadrants of Hines's circle (See Figure 3, p.32). Most of us operate,
largely unconsciously, preferring
one or two of these over the other
hvo or three. I have appljed
c o m m o ~terms
~ for the four philosophical paradigms to each of
the quadrants. (Remember that
these apply only when a part of
the circle gets reified as the
whole.)
The following inventory
helps demonstrate this claim and
may assist people in becoming
aware of thejr own conditjonings
and preferences. There are
twenty-five clusters with four

It is, indeed, better
to turn on the
light than curse
because we don't
know what the
darkness is hiding.
choices each. Some of the questions are about reality, some
about knowledge, and some
about values--the three main areas that philosophy and philosophers deal with. The scoring is
designed to force you to choose
and to put a weight on each
choice. Your responses on the
four available choices for each

-
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item should sum to zero. That is,
you should have only one +2,
one +1, one - I and one -2 for the
four choices under each of the
twenty-five numbered items.
The inventory takes most
people about half an hour to finish and score. You can take as
long as you like, and some of the
items will require you to think,

I

but it's perfectly acceptable not
to over-think. This is not a personality test or an IQ inventory.
There is no preferred or best answer or pattern of answers. The
results of the inventory should
help you recognize something
about your basic conditionings or
beliefs. This is a self-assessment
and learning tool. It's a way of

starting to get in touch with how
you understand what's possible,
how we know, and what's
important. At the end of the
inventory, there is some
additional brief commentary
about how you may want to think
about your scoring pattern.

Figure 2
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THE INVENTORY
Glenn Smith, Professor

+2=the most accurate
-t1=the next most accurate
-2=the least accurate

I . A respected local art museum has named a new director. This director must decide whether or not to go
ahead with the acquisition of a controversial painting, a purchase that had been agreed to by her predecessor but whch a number of influential and vocal people oppose. The new director has hired you as a
consultant to help her decide what to do. She tells you that she is considering the following approaches.
Put a plus two (+2) beside the statement that you would most recommend. Put a minus two (-2) beside
the one you would most strongly trot recommend. If there is a second approach that you would also recommend, put a plus one (+I) by that one. If there is a second one that you would also not recommend,

their style of dress, stating that their appearance is normal and religiously sanctioned in their birth culture. Which of the following would you most likely recommend to the schools' head? Put a +2 by that
statement. Put a -2 by the statement you would least recommend. If either of the remaining two state-
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third, fourth, opinions confirm the diagnosis. Rank your agreementldisagreement with each of the fol-

process requires two weeks out of your present life, but part of the magic is that all of your responsjbilities will be covered-in fact, you will not be missed. But you must select one of the four following
choices in advance. When your two weeks are over, you will return to your present life, exactly as it is
now, except for whatever changes have taken place in you. No one except you will ever have any possibility of knowing that you were even gone, much less what happened, unless you choose to tell. Rank
the following choices (+2, +l , - 1, -2).
During the two weeks you wiIl be alone (with food, water, and shelter) on a "vision quest"
that will result in your knowing exactly how things are, who you are, and what your purpose

*'

34
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is; any questions will be fully answered.
During the two weeks you will live in an ideal community. Current social problems (poverty,
B. crime) will not exist, and you will be taught how this has been accomplished so you can replicate it in your life when you return.
During the two weeks you will be shown how to accomplish or have anything you want in
C. life, including changing yourself as much as you want, but you cannot change anyone other
than yourself.
Dm During the two weeks you will go anywhere on this planet you want, with any elements of
your choosing (food, drink, people, activities, equipment, fantasies, etc.).
8. You've been given a budget and responsibility for selecting framed images to adorn the reception area
of your work site. Rank the importance of the following considerations in your decisions (+2, +1, - 1, 2).
A. Spiritual resonance
B. Reputation of the artist
C. How you personally react to the image

regular system. Rank the following goals (-t-2, +1, -1, -2) in terms of their importance from your per-

I

missions. Rate your preferences from highest (+2, +1) to lowest (-1, -2).
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know how to be in a state of peace, even ecstasy, so incredible that there are
no words for adequate description.
be respected community leaders; though they will not make large salaries, they
for food, clothing, or shelter, and each will have the satisfaction of making
their communities better.
Graduates will know themselves thoroughly and will be completely responsible for every acL.
) tion; each will be much sought out because of the resulting personal power.
, ,
] Graduates will be leaders in research and management, working for major companies and enI "' I iovinp: excellent salaries and benefits.
I
14. You've agreed to consult with a group on a number of issues. Research is one of the topics, and the head
of the unit has handed you a list of four statements. Different subgroups of the unit have put each statement forward. As part of your own preparation for meeting with the mit's members, rank the statements
from high (+2, +1) to low (- 1, -2) according to you own definition of competent research.
The process takes the researcher beyond the senses to a space of "super consciousness" where
intuitive knowing happens readily.
-r
o
v
e
d
~oods,
s
e
r
v
j
c
e
s
,
~
for
the
c
,
.
B.
The results reflect the researcher's unique understandings and the relationship between t h o s e
understandings and his orhervalues.
The measurement is demonstrably valid, reliable, and replicable-and the r e s m c h problem is
D' contextualized in the relevant literature.
15. In the process of consulting about research, the issue of inteIligence also came up. Members of the unit
offered four different reactions to the word. As in the preceding item, rank the statements from highest
level of agreement (+2, +1) to lowest (-1, -2).
We may be said to be 'intelligent' to the extent that we are in tune with our "higher selves"
A.
and act accordingly.
'Intelligence' describes an ongoing process of constantly reconstructing our experiences in the
of shared values and goals.
is a socially constructed control device, an invention that keeps individual indinatio&d
talents h a r n e - w .
Intelligence is a natural erldowment, existing in different but generally fixed amounts from
I
I U . I ~ersonto ~erson.
a small group is developing a history of the company.
Disagreements about history quickly surface. Indicate agreemenvdisagreementwith four statements

*'

1

I

1 ,I Historical accounts reflect social meaning, e.g.,progress toward democratically established
U.

goals.
C. Histories reflect the dominant values of powerful groups who seek to control resources. History is about establishing facts-regardless of the historian's personal values or preferD. I
J - - 1 ences.
17. Your consultation with the unit mentioned above has expanded. The issue of what it means to speak of
self-as in "knowing myself' or being "self-directed'-has came up. Again subgroups within the unit
have proposed four different definitions. Rank these for yourself (+2, + 1 , -1, -2).
A. I existed before this personality was born, and I'll continue after it dies.
3 . I exist onlv within a social context: in isolation I cease to be me.
36
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view, and four of them each solicit your agreement with their positions. Indicate your supporttdisagreement with their assertions (+2, + l , -1, -2):
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hoose, but no choice can happen without th

don't know this, so each

must protec

your REAL,ISM score.
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The Four Paradigms
A brief summary of each of
the four paradigms (philosophical systems) may help you understand your scoring pattern.

+
rn

Idealism
Idealists believe that the ultimate basis of everything is
spirit or God or love. Intention
precedes manifestation. The sensible world is simply one manifestation of infinite possibility. In
addition to the physical plane
available to the five senses, there
are other planes that are connected with, but higher than, the
physical. Though the higher
realms are not sensible (in the
same way that certain wave
lengths of light or vibrations of
sound or frequencies of electromagnetic force fields are not
available to the senses), they are
just as real as the physical.
All the world's great religions are particular reflections of
Idealism, but Idealists need not
be conventionally religious. Indeed, many mystic Idealists believe that the vital stuff of being
gets choked whenever people
attempt to package truth in institutions, including religious ones.
Idealists see existence as having
posjtive purpose. We know by
going within or by getting in
touch with the ground of our being. We learn through the five
senses, but super sensible or intuitive sources exist for those
who are in touch with their
higher selves. Knowing is a byproduct of being. So is valuing.
Meditation-bypassing the mind
to be directly connected to that

which is-is a preferred practice
by mystical Idealists. Not knowingly taking sentient life is a
shared value for some Idealists,
especially those who are more
mysticaliy inclined. This is partly
because existence is ultimately a
unitary system that always seeks
balance. When individuals
choose to violate baIance (by,
say, interfering with another being's life course), future debts are
incurred that must be settled before balance can be hlly restored.
Idealists tend to speak carefully, because words represent
thought-and thought is a powerful force. At the same time,
words are symbolic substitutes
for the real thing and can never
fully represent that which is.
Realism
Scientific realism shares with
Idealism an "objective" quality.
That is, what's real exists
whether I'm conscjous of it and
whether I approve of it or not.
Everything is connected to everything else, and cause and effect
relationships are in some sense
universal. But Realists don't accept the idea of inherent positive
purpose as part of the nature of
existence. The universe, however it 'happened' to come into
being, is a kind of giant machine
that is slowly running down.
Whatever exists is knowable by
the five senses or their extensions
(such as telescopes or microscopes). Thought is ultimately
not the cause of anything but
rather is caused by the giant machine (or its subsystems).
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Knowledge comes through the
five senses only. Learning always expresses itself in behaviors. Therefore, reinforcing desired behaviors is how teaching
always happens. This can be
done negatively or positively, but
negative reinforcement carries
with it undesirable side effects
and should be avoided. For example, punishing a child for not
doing her homework may get her
to do the homework but will also
cause hostility that must be either
internalized or acted out. Realists see words as convenient abstractions that have no power in
themselves. The idea that a positive or negative statement has
any impact on what happens is
not persuasive to Realists.
"Sticks and stones my break my
bones, but words can never hurt
me" is a Realist expression.
Pragmatism
Both Pragmatists and Existentialists think that much of
what Idealists and Realists believe to be knowable simply is
not. Pragmatists and Existentialists stress the brevity of life and
agree that if there is a reality outside of us that knowledge of it
isn't available to us. We have
direct knowledge of nothing, say
both camps, other than our perceptions. This is an expression
of the two paradigms' shared
subjectivism. Therefore. experience is everything, say the Pragmatists.
Pragmatists see the world in
constant flux and opt for problem
solving as the best available response. Because our experiences

are really all we have, such con-

cepts as knowledge or truth must
be understood functionally from
a Pragmatic perspective. Knowledge is true if it works better to
believe it than to not believe it.
The test is always practical:
What consequences will follow
from a particular course o f action
or set of beliefs? Because there
can be no reference to anything
outside of human experience, the
process of checking consequences and making adjustments
is ongoing. Pragmatists don't
agree with Realists about the nature of reality, but because the
experience of having automobiles, airplanes, air conditioners,
and microwave stoves seemed
socially agreeable, there has been
a strong tendency for Pragmatists
to use Realistic approaches io
research.
Pragmatists insist that all decisions, all knowledge, all
judgements must ultimately be
social, that is, based in groups.
Individual interests, experiences,
and meanings must always be
integrated with those of the larger social order. Democracy is
the best form of government.
Doing what's best for the community is, by definition, best policy. This is the major point of
disagreement for Existentialists.
Exisreti iicllism

Existentialists agree with
Pragmatists that experience is all
we can know directly. But for
Existentialists this is individual
not group experience. Existentialists have seen too many unscrupulous manipulators use

group action to promote hidden
agendas. Freedom, choice, and
responsibility are the watchwords
for Existcntiali sts. They know
that not everyone has the sane
private experience, even when all
public variables seem to have
been controlled. Existentialists
see choice as the bedrock. If the
majority removes choice by vote,
this leads tu Iack of responsibility. So, while Existentialists
agree with Pragmatists that life is
subjective and reality is constructed rather than discovered,
they feel strong antipathy for
anything that removes choice and
individual responsibility. "Existence precedes essencu" is the
classic definition of Existentialism.
Existentialists tend to agree
with Idealists that intentionality
precedes manifestation. This
means, among other things, that
Existentialists reject the Pragmatic view of truth. In a Pragmatic approach, it may serve the
interests of the major-ty to declare that, say, any experiences
of ractstn by a particular minority
are unintended and therefore
simply unfortunate residuals of
some earlier time. Existentialists
look at consequences and assume
jnt ent. A minority group does
not experience racist consequences unless some interests
intend that to happen. So
Existentialjsts ask what interests
are being served by any given set
of consequences.
Summary
This brief discussion intends
to suggest rather than exhaust.
-- - -

As you can see, rhe inventory
allows you to start seeing how
you relate to the four traditional
paradigms. Everyone takes a position on each of the four paradigms, either conscjously or unconsciously. It isn't possible to
live without affirming or disaffirming rtl pructice the tenets of
each of them. Even though several different scoring patterns are
possible, each will make sense
when examined c a r e f ~ly.
~ l There
are no "cnrrcct" patterns. Each
scoring combination represents
how you see reality, knowledge,
and values at the moment of responding to the inventory. Most
people's scorjr~gpatterns remain
consistent from day to day or
year to year. Basic paradigm
shifts will, however, be accompanied by new scoring patterns.
In addition to scores that arc
much highcr on one category
than the other three, there are
several co nlnion combinations.
Usual patterns include positive
scores on Existentialism and Idea l ~ s mwith low or negative scores
on Pragmatism and Realism or
the reverse pattern (low ExistentiaVIdealist, high Pragmatic/
Realist). Also, high Pragmatic/
Existist, low TdealistReal ist
scores (or the reverse) are not
unusual. Less usual-but also
normal-would be equally (or
appros~matelyso) high Idealist1
Pragmatic or Existential: Realist1c.

A more refined way of looking at your scoring patterns is to
generate separate scores for reality, knowledge, and values.
Though some of the 25 sets of

.

.--

--
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statements spill across more than
one of the three categories, the
following breakdown is roughly
accurate: Reality (metaphysics)
items are 4,6, 12, 15, 17, 18, 23,
24,25; knowledge (epistemology) items are 3, 14, 16,20; values (aesthetics, ethics) items are
1,2,5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 19, 21, 22.
For example, you might score
high on Pragmatism (the "B"
choices) and also have a relativeIy positive score on Existentialism ("C" choices). This kind
of pattern probably means that
you agree with statements that
stress responsibility for choices
but that you also believe that social or community responsibility
is important. Such a pattern suggests Pragmatism as a basic orientation because to pick social
responsibility items moves you
by definition away from Existentialism.
Another common pattern
would be stronger scores on Idealism and Realism than on the

other two categories. This might
happen if you believe that both
spirit and matter are important.
Followers of the thought of St.
Thomas Aquinas, for example,
should generally like Idealist and
Realist statements better than
Pragmatic or Existential statements. Historically, some people
who score high on Pragmatism
also like some Realism statements-many Pragmatists have
thought that, although certain
knowledge isn't possible, the Realists are probably correct.
If you like, graph your responses by drawing columns of
appropriate height above (for
positive) or below (for negative)
a "ground zero" line. Label each
column, and you'll have a picture
of your response pattern
By definition, paradigms both
enable and cripple. Each casts
certain aspects of existence into
bold relief while sending others
to the background (or causing
them to disappear altogether).

The point of the inventory is
twofold: (1) It allows you to start
becoming aware of basic belief
patterns and how these shape
every aspect of every life, including yours. (2) Through this increased awareness, you may be
able to better understand that
these deeply held but largely unvoiced and invisible structures
both control and predict behavior-your own and others. It's
better to understand our fundamental-though often invisiblepoints of agreement and disagreement than to assume that
everyone else must experience
life the way I do. When invisible
paradigms come into the open,
we can give up feeling hurt or
angry when we find ourselves in
different places than those occupied by fiends and associates. It
is, indeed, better to turn on the
light than curse because we don't
know what the darkness is hiding. And the darkness in ourselves is the place to begin.
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The Bounds of Hope:
Unlearning "Old Eyes" and
a Pedagogy of Renewal
Ramon E. Soto-Crespo
Assistant Professor- of Humanistic Studies
Universiry of Wisconsin-Green Bay

T

he challenge facing philosophy of education today is that it must reflect
the changing times-the needs of
&'thenow"-at the same time as it
maintains those practices that in
the past were of pedagogical
value. Freud addressed this very
question in his book Civilization
and Its Discontents, which I
teach in my seminar on modernity. Discussing the relationship
between what Santayana called
an individual's "rooted" reality,
on one hand, and a pedagogy that
does not challenge myths but
rather keeps in place utopian ideals, on the other, Freud argued
that "[iln sending the young out
into life with such a false psychological orientation, education is
behaving as though one were to
equip people starting on a Polar
expedition with summer clothing
and maps of the Italian Lakes"
(p. 134). I wonder whether
Freud's claim still holds today
and whether we are fully aware
of the implications of a pedagogy
that stresses the challenging of
ideals and the necessity of
renewing one's beliefs.
Somewhat paradoxically, I want
to propose the possibility of
unlearning as part of this
pedagogical practice.
42

To think of pedagogy today
is to think of renewal. We no
longer believe that in the classroom we are facing a tabula rasa
or starting from nothing. It is
vital that pedagogy be understood in terms of reassessing already acquired beliefs and previous learnings. In today's, fastgrowing, informationtechnology-based society, our
preoccup&ion with acquiring the
latest information (the latest data)
rarely takes into account the
processes required to displace the
old information. As a consequence, this century, far more
than previous ones, has departed
from-the modal of pedagogy that
stressed the necessity of valuing
knowledge.
A1 though in our pursuit of
in~pmvementwe have established a series of pedagogical
models, the most influential one
remains the classical model.
This is due to the way in which
the Western classical model of
pedagogy has at its core the dialectical one-to-one teachings exemplified by Plato and Socrates.
(The ancient Eastern model of
pedagogy was not so different
from this one because i t was
based on the master teachings of

the Buddha and maitreyas.) The
classical model has captivated
the Western imagination to such
a degree that it has been satirized
tlvoughout literary history. For
instance, Candide, Voltaire's satire of classical pedagogy. draws
on the highly optimistic teachi n g ~of the philosopher Pangloss.

Our preoccupation with
acquiring the latest
information (th latest
data) rarely takes into
account the processes
required to &place the
old inf~rmation.
As we know, Pangloss's teachings were too ideali stjc for the
cruel reality of the world. Afier
Voltaire's time, scholasticism
took hold and was perfected during the modern era. However, at
the beginning of the modern era,
it became apparent that the old
pedagogical model of one-to-one
dialogues lacked practicality in a
civilization with increasing civil
rights, social accessibility, and
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political mobility. Following this
realization, we witness the debates on the importance of
education in modem political and
philosophical writings (i.e.,
Rousseau, Locke, Montesquieu,
Wollstonecraft, etc.).
Inside the vertigo of educational debates and polemics, we
find Friedrich Nietzsche's voice
and his philosophy of education.
Although Nietzsche is still considered a controversial phi losopher, his teachings attempt to recuperate key aspects of the classical pedagogical model, such as
one-to-one dialogue. This is perhaps why he recurred to imaginary relationships and found inspiration in the teachings of dead
philosophers rather than in his
contemporaries. I am referring
here specifically to his seminal
essay "Schopenhauer as Educator." Nietzsche begins this essay
by requesting a traveler to remember the sites that he has visi ted. This is a perfect metaphor
for the educational process and
the journey through knowledge
that it envisages. However, what
Nietzsche as a good classicist
proceeds to emphasize is the
complete educational process in
the classical pedagogical
model-not only acquiring new
insights, but also properly
unlearning old ones.
At the moment when
Nietzsche was rediscovering
these classical benefits, the West
shifted its focus towards a pedagogy driven by information and
memory. By contrast, Nietzsche
shares with the Enlightenment,
Rousseau, and the French Revo-

lution, the more expansive view
that education is a pillar of hope
for the betterment of humanity.
In this sense he posits education
as a process driven by the individual human's all-too-human
bounded reality and its possibilities.

After 1acquire new
eyes, what do I do with
the old ones?
Although full of irony,
Nietzsche, in Thus Spoke
Zarathustra, expands upon the
realities of the pedagogical process. For Nietzsche, Zarathustra
epitomizes a model of the educator who fails in his teaching
techniques but who remains cautiously optimistic. Zarathustra's
failure as educator lies not in the
delivery of his message, but in
neglecting to teach how to
unlearn that which one must
leave behind in order for the new
to take its place. Zarathustra's
lesson was that he forgot the
pedagogy of unlearning that is
part of an educational process.
Hence, the prophet's deliverance
remained misunderstood, because the old eyes of his listeners
had not been unlearned properly,
if at all. In Znrathustra,
Nietzsche reflects on the future
and its upcoming renewal and
deliverance. It is perhaps the
problem of this absence of
unlearning to which Nietzsche
was subtly alerting us. We
should hear this in mind when

attempting to understand educational processes and how they
might be improved in the future.
Hence, a pedagogy of the future (of renewal) takes into account not only the acquisition of
new information and the grasping
of values but, more importantly
still, the affirmation of its dual
process of unlearning. Can we
learn how to unlearn affirmatively? The process of unlearning signals not indoctrination but
rather a critical process of weighing previously acquired beliefs
when confronting new ones.
Unlearning addresses the issue of
critically maintaining current or
new perspectives on values,
thereby diminishing residues of
isolationism and its dangerously
reactive responses to life and
change. The Nietzschean question is: Afier I acquire new eyes,
what do I do with the old ones?
We tend to teach with the assumption that the student copes
with new information and disposes of the old, but perhaps this
assumption is unreliable. An
ideal pedagogy will address the
issue of unlearning by means of a
one-to-one learning process.
However, it is unrealistic to think
that a fully dialectical, argumenticounter-argument model is
possible at an individual level in
today's educational institutions.
Nevertheless, more than ever in a
multicultural society, pedagogy
should address the process of
unlearning since a student may
have to unlearn-for instancesome of the English language
structure when learning Spanish
language, some of his or her own

I

I
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cultural assumptions when learning about other cultures, and,
perhaps most important of all,
that religious explanations of the
world are not the only possible
ones.
For example, studying
Nietzsche's dictum "god is dead"
or Darwin's work on the Origins
of Species will present an opportunity for students to evaluate
their previous beliefs and will
provide the set-up for unlearning.
By addressing the issue of passing from one belief to another
and the implications of those belief structures, the students will
confront the reality that there is
not a single perspective, but
rather competing and discrimjnatory processes of establishing a
truth valuation. A discussion
about what it means to change a
belief or to confront a loss is at
hand-not in a confessional
style, but instead in a debate
about the phases of the development of knowledge.
For instance, in my modernity seminar, where w e discuss
Nietzsche's Genealogq,of hhrals
in a time span of five weeks, a
particular honors student in psychology, X, kept understanding
Nietzsche's demystification of
Christianity as related only to
Catholicism. In class discussion
it was emphasized that
Nietzsche's demy sti fication of
Christianity encompassed all
variations of Christianity, including the Protestant tradition, because Nietzsche was contesting a
historical belief system. Nevertheless, student X held firm to
her belief that Nietzsche was re-

femng solely to the old Protestants, not the born-again Christians! It was obvious that
Nietzsche's ideas were being
displaced to some other entity
and not being understood as applicable to a belief system in
which we still participate.

Hope cannot exist if it is
not bound to a
vision of renewal.
When I talked to X after class,
she told me that she had spent
hours after the seminar listening
to Christian music out loud,
which corroborated my suspicions that, in fact, X was struggling to negatively unlearn what
was discussed during class time.
For the next class discussjon, I
decided to address Nietzsche's
text with the following questions:
What are the issues that I need to
confront in interacting with this
new belief? What are the things
that I need to let go of? What
were they? Why do they no
longer make any sense? Or perhaps even, How come it is not
easy to believe the new? After
this discussion, X was able to
confiont the issue head-on and
contemplate the complexities that
this new knowledge represented.
In this way, unlearning the old
idea of one vision or an explanation of things allows the student
to realize the new belief that a
truth is not innate but asserted by
a network of factors and

conditions. For those concerned
by the prospect that this leads
only to relativism, it is important
to emphasize that the knowledge
conveyed is historically or intellectually grounded in the conditions that allow it to happen in
the first place. I think that X is
not a specid case but, in fact,
represents a greater percentage of
students than we normally realize. Her example dramatizes
day-to-day, pedagogical experiences rather than standing as an
exception to them.
As educators we tend to consider the process of unlearning
either inconsequential or bcyond
our sphere of responsibility.
Unlearning should not be understood as a duty or an ethical demand, but as part of the discourse
of valuing and hoping for the individual and the collectivity.
Unlearning is not a mandatory
process, but an essential part of
the pedagogical process that has
been neglected for too long. A
pedagogy that is attentive to all
the components of the educational process will do well to directly confront the dimension of
unlearning. By addressing the
process of unlearning, pedagogy
takes to heart one of the most
important lessons regarding the
"rooted" realjty of existence:
hope cannot exist if it is not
bound to a vision of renewal.
But this hope that 1 am proposing
as central to pedagogy is a
bounded hope because it is determined by the limitations of a
life process and a "rooted" reality. By no means should
unleaming be understood as
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utopian or idealistic; rather, it
affirms the potentialities of a
highly complex learning process.
A pedagogy that does not address these complexities runs the
risk of educating only half way.
Rather than truly apprehending
the new, the student either represses the old or reconciles the
old and the new in a partial understanding of them, since the
unlearning of the old has been
dealt with inadequately. This
temporary reconciliation of old
and new could be considered a
compromise of partial knowIedge, a compromise that does not
do justice to either one and does
not constitute a full grasp of the
material conveyed. Pedagogy's
hope lies within the bounds of
being attentive to these influential processes of unlearning.
A pedagogy of unlearning
deals with the challenges of old
beliefs and their proper burial. It
tries whenever possible to handle
with care the transmission of
ideas, so that a conflicted vision
will not result in the form of
haunting knowledge. Some educators may argue that the teaching of a more traditionally based
curriculum may make unlearning
unnecessary because it introduces material that may not require a letting go of knowledge.
However, the fact that the teaching of Socrates, for example,
requires ( I ) a discussion of his
historical and cultural context,
(2) the way in which we historicize the period in which his philosophy was devised, and (3) his
influence in the history of
knowledge aflerwards

necessarily entails a discussion of
our contemporary relation to the
historical contextual reality of the
classic age. Not to cover the historical context of the classical
works entails teaching the material only half way and will only
accelerate an impending conflict
of knowledge. However, teaching the context will provide the
students not only with an example of a cultural difference but,
also. with the opportu~lityto discuss the process of unlearning
the belief that our reality is the
only possible one.

Not to cover the
k istorical context of the
classical works entails
teaching the material
only halfway and will
only accelerate an
impending conflict
of krto wledge.
A looming crisis in knowledge emerges when unleaming
has not taken place. This crisis
can take the form of uninformed
resistance, drop-out tendencies,
excessive absences, bad reading
habits, etc. These phenomena
indicate a condition in which the
previous knowledge maintains its
full presence unacknowledged in
the learning process. By appeasing the student into a position of
denial and detachment, this halfway pedagogy circumvents
knowledge. It is only through a
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process of dealing with the forlorn that education finds its own
enrichment.
Another way of addressing
this problem is through the issue
of forgetting. The question that
lingers on the horizon of Western
pedagogy is: Do we know how to
forget affirmatively? Forgetting,
commonly understood as obliterat ion (i.e,repressive forgetting
or undervaluing forgetting),
should be understood as coming
to lerms with that which has
come to pass. It is an opportunity for reconciling horizons as
well as embracing renewal, that
is, a renewal of the individual
with respect to hisher fragmented reality. The limits of
memory point to the horizon of
an affirmative forgetting. A
pedagogicaI process that invests
solely in memory disregards the
productivity of that horizon as
well as the applicability of its
knowledge.
In expecting a future within
the bounds of limited possibilities, the process of unlearning
presents itself as crucial. Affirmatively, unlearning tries to
reconciIe new realizations to the
world at large by attending to the
work of mourning in the thought
process itself, for at every stage
we need to cope with the forlorn
and the departed. After all, it
was Montaigne who reminded us
that philosophy's and education's
ultimate purpose is to teach us
how to die. And to prepare us to
confront the elemental aspect of
intellectual growth in all its components is to alert us to a little
death, a little forgetting every

time, that will lead to a renewal
in dying. In the case of X, her
pattern of listening to music after
my seminar reminded her of
when, after her grandmother
died, as part of the mourning
process she used to listen to a
specific folkloric music to help
cope with her loss of the loved
object. As this case suggests,

learning encompasses a comprehensive process of death and
mourning that itself has been
forgotten in the pursuit of information and the ideological confrontations of the culture wars.
The disavowal of this mourning
leads only to an accumulation of
dead factoids, and to an early
curtailment of the possibilities of

different renewals. An affinnative teaching needs to properly
balance attentiveness to mourning within the bounds of a possible hope. Thus, valuing unlearning presents a bounded hope for
excellence and for the future of a
new vision.
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What Today's Undergraduates Need:
Realism
Michael A. Weinstein
Purdue University {Political Science)

F

or me, at the present moment, which is all I can
write about since the current body ego is the prime reali ty, teaching means administering
basic training. My first love
these days is teaching introductory courses to the "Millennium
Generation," a well-groomed rag
bag of careerists wanting nothing
more than a cocoon in which
they can do the same thing that
they've always done with their
parents. They've been panicked
by global competition, downsizing, and the notion that they'll
have many job changes and even
career changes during their work
lives, and that they'll never be
able to stop retraining themselves. They're consummate
conformists. For their own survival, they need to become literate in politics-remedial political
science at the college Ievel.
They've been dosed with
point-counterpoint moralizing
and pundit speculation. Knock
two points off their essays any
time they moralize or speculate.
Make them see how the world
works when the key terms of
American political science dis-

course are used to describe it.
Show them the power structure.
Show them the power of interest
groups. Rip the cocoon they're
constructing to shreds and give
them the weapon of political
analysis to replace it.

Teaching means
administering
basic training.
The Pedagogy of the Privileged: It's still a matter of literacy. Learn political science discourse so that you can make a
sober assessment of your situation. Then, i l you want to do so,
moralize and speculate to your
heart's content. As a teacher,
you love your students. You
help them get stronger as particular individuals. The privileged,
the students to whom I teach introductory political science at
Purdue University (would-be
lawyers), are politically illiterate.
They have no adequate vocabulary for describing politics. They
need to be brought down to earth.
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The pedagogy of the privileged is
realism. Without the cocoon,
they have some chance of consulting their own interests rather
than being cowed and pushed
around.
Make them write political
science. Even if they don't understand it, they'll know it exists.
Scrap textbooks and make newspapers, 'zines, TV and radio
news and the Internet the texts,
day by day. And ruthlessly analyze the stories from the viewpoint of conflicts of interests.
Give them the concepts and let
them freely participate in the adventure of explanation. Let them
questions the polj tical science
paradigm; admit its limitations,
and then teach it ruthlessIy.
Show them the politics of everyday life.
For me, basic political science is a martial art of the mind.
You won't be fooled so easily
and you'll consult your interests
(which need not be selfish). It's
a vital capacity.
Don't pander to their superficial moral sensitivities. Slam the
world into them.
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Economic Justice, Environmental Imperatives,
and Education's Public Purpose
Clif Tanabe
Universiq of Wisconsin-Lacrosse
Paul Tbeobald
Wayne Stare College

A

s educational historians
consider the twentieth
century, they are sure to
locate the height of social reconstructionist philosophy at the
mid-point of the Great Depression. The efforts of such individuals as Harold Rugg and
George Counts, while increasingly popular throughout the
decade of the 1930s, were effectively driven b r n the American
educational scene during the
1940s. Ever since, with the possible exception of a brief period
during the 1960s, the idea that
schools might be an effective
catalyst to social justice has directed few of the nation's decisions related to curriculum or
instruction.
The first decade of the
twenty-first century hardly seems
like a predictable moment for a
social reconstructionist resurgence. The last ten years have
witnessed unprecedented levels
of economic prosperity. Wealth
has accrued at previously unheard of rates. Employment levels have been as high as any prior
ten-year span. In short, times are
good. Another way of putting it
is that times are very much the
opposite of what they were dur-

ing the Great Depression. Not
only does it seem like a time
when we might predict that social reconstructionism would be
banished even further from the
educational scene in this country,
it is a time in which we wouldn't
expect much political attention to
the questions surrounding education. We are not behind in a
space race. No nation currently
outengineers us. We are ahead.
We are on top. Education, one
would think, should be nowhere
near the political radar screen.
Yet this is clearly not the case.

Why has the social
reconstructionist notion
of education for
democratic citizenship
come to dominate so
much educational
theory these days?
Education has become the
political issue of the 1990s and
2000s and, at the same time,
some of the nation's most distinguished educational reformers,

individuals like John Goodlad,
Theodore Sizer, James Comer,
and Linda Darling-Hammond,
have begun to speak in terms
greatly reminiscent of Rugg and
Counts. Why? What's going on
here? Why is education generating so much lip-service from the
nation's politicians? Why has
the social reconstructionist notion of education for democratic
citizenship come to dominate so
much educational theory these
days?
The answer, we believe, has
to do with the way we have chosen to distribute the recent prosperity and a wide range of ramifications that spin-off from that
decision. Additionally, we have
recently confronted a variety of
ecological dilemmas that threaten
humanity in the ways that have
not troubled prior generations.
The combination of maldistributed wealth and the potential for
environmental devastation have
profoundly affected educational
thought in this country. And this
is an understatement. Few academic disciplines have gone untouched by the explosive possibilities these circumstances create. In the world of political,
economic, social, and moral
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development and educational
theory, for instarice, the notion
that poIicy might be created
based on its contribution to the
promotion of healthy communities has grown into a veritable
academic movement (sometimes
described as cornmunitarianism).
Still, these theoretical discussions are conspicuously absent
from deliberation over educational questions in the political
arena. Here we find much talk of
improving schools by holding
them to certain standards, an idea
for which we just happen to have
a convenient accountability
mechanism in the standardized
test. On the curricular front,
politicians argue for a common,
honocultura~oreof knowledge
to be taught to all children. And
they argue further that, without
fail, seemingly, education must
be paid for via the nineteenthcentury formula of a tax on local
property, despite the fact that it is
abundantly clear that this is no
longer where the nation's wealth
resides. Rather than experiment
with other potential revenue
streams, many of the nation's
most influential pol j ticians are
calling for ways to privatize the
public educational system.
What we are witnessing, in
many ways, then, is an academic
challenge to the status qu-ne
that may not be precisely social
recanstructionjs t in nature, but
certainly leans in that directionruming up against a huge political attempt to sustain and perpetuate the status quo. As a consequence, our goal for this essay
is to ( I ) pIainly advance an ar-

gument in favor of the obvious

underdog, the academic challenge to be status quo and, (2) to
describe in concrete terms what
social reconstructionist pedagogy
looks like in a time when phenomenal prosperity is linked to
high levels of environmental precariousness.

The question is not that
education should be
used lo improve society,
but rather, how it
should do so.
Education and the Idea of
Public Purpose
This essay is grounded on an
attempt to readdress the ancient
question of the purpose of education. More speci fically, we are
trying to ask and respond to a
number of difficult and related
questions. Should educatjona1
practice hinge on anything other
than the provision of economic
utility? Should childrzn be
taught to analyze social issues?
Should they be taught to view
themselves in relation to a larger
society and its concerns? If education ought to be aimed at a larger public purpose, what exactly
is this purpose?
We would like to defend the
claim that education should be
thought of in terms of its public
purpose and to offer a brief description of this public purpose.
We wit1 argue that understanding
education this way is particularly
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important for the maintenance of
a healthy democracy. Part of the
challenge of defending this claim
is doing so at a point in our nation's history when economic
prosperity has never been better,
when our nation's focus has been
on cultivating capitalism as opposed to democracy, on corporations as opposed to communities,
and on money as opposed to
overall social and environmental
well-being. America has maintained its status as the world's
economic superpower and this
has allowed many Americans
certain advantages. As a result,
many American intellectuals
continue to argue that strengthening our economy is our nation's
most important task. It follows,
or so the argument goes, that our
educational institutions ought to
also view this as their most important task. We will r e k r to this
as the economic utiliry model of
education. We will try to show
the flaws in this view and to offer
an alternative argument i n f a ~ ~ o r
of a different aim of educatjoti,
an aim grounded on the idea that
sound, democratically arranged
societies sensitive to the issue of
environmental sust ainability, require educationaI institutio~~s
that
recognize a larger public purpose.
Where "Educating for the
Economy" Fails
There is a general assumption
which seems to ground most
arguments for an educational
process focused on the goal of
economic utility. The assumption can be summed up in this
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manner: education can and
should be used to shape society.
We agree, to a certain extent,
with this assumption. That is to
say that we agree that part of the
purpose of education is to affect
future social arrangements and
therebymakeapositivecontribution to society. The question is
not that education should be used
to improve society, but rather,
how it should do so. How should
education be used (what should it
focus on) in order to improve society?
As we suggested earlier,
tnany economic utility theorists
hold that education should be
used primarily to discover ways
to encourage people to "fit"
themselves into the nation's
economy. However, the general
tendency toward educating solely
for the economy ignores several
important issues. First, this tendency ignores the view that it is
important for students to learn to
enjoy learning for learning's
sake. The economic utility
model of education is aimed at a
specific and rather narrow purpose. This purpose results in an
education that is primarily focused on teaching the practical
knowledge and skills that are
necessary in order to improve the
economy. In doing so, the economic utility model of education
distances itself from the notion
that one fundamental aspect of
education is to teach a love of
learning, as opposed to a love of
specific practical outcomes of
learning. Though we would not
advocate an educational approach based only on the love of

learning idea, we do believe that
teaching a love of learning is one
key aspect of a well-rounded
education. Indeed, it is only
through recognizing that life is
morethan &economic endeavor
that people acquire the wherewithaltoputthecomrnongood
above their own self-interest.
Importantly, by teaching this we
encourage our nation's children
to explore areas of knowledge
that m a y not make economiE
sense today, but may help to improve the world tomorrow.

The rain forest
phenome~lon,however,
popular as it is, may
present some difficulties
for educators who
seriously reflect on
curricular decisions.
Second, it seems to us that
the economic utility model of
education loses its ability to deal
effectively with the importance
of culture and identity. With its
rather narrow focus on the financial state of the nation, this
model fails to pay enough attention to the importance of such
ideas as culture, cultural differences. and cultural identity. The
results of this failure may be evident in the struggle our nation
continues to have with the issue
of race.
Finally, we believe that the
economic utility model of education is unable to convey to stu-

dents that the health of our
oceans, rivers, fields, and forests
depends on their ability to make
decisions about how they will
live their lives. Because this issue can be used to nicely sum up
a profound failure of the economic utility model, we will pay
special attention to it here.

Economic Utility and
Environmen tat Well-Being:
A Disconnect?
As parents and teacher educators, we have both spent many
hours in public schools over the
last several years, enough time to
notice an unmistakable trend that
we call the "rain forest phenomenon." Elementary, and
sometimes middle school, teachers have received careful instruction on how to create a miniature
rain forest in the classroom. Using large sheets of plasric, lighting techniques, water, etc., teachers can, in a low cost way, facilitate an active, hands-on learning
unit that students from Maine to
California and Alaska to Florida,
seem to enjoy very much.
The lesson is popular for
many reasons; but among them,
of course, is the current concern
over clear-cutting going on in
several developing countries,
most notably Brazil. There are
many good things to say about
the rain forest learning unit, nut
the least of which is that i t providzs an opportunity to heighten
environmental awareness among
the young. Students also Learn
something about tropical flora
and fauna. And, generally, they
come away from the unit
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convinced that clear-cutting
should cease. Some students
even complete the lesson with
deeper understandings and see
the rain forest as an example of
the tension between economic
activity and environmental wellbeing.
The rain forest phenomenon,
however, popular as it is, may
present some difficulties for educators who seriously reflect on
curricular decisions. First, of
course. is the auestion of whv
teachers will go to great lengths
to create an artificial environmen! Ihat has seemingly little
connection to the day-to-day
lives of most American children.
That is, students come to leam
about tropical species when most
cannot name more than one or
two plants and animals native to
the place in which they actually
Iive. There is an intellectual discontinuity here that thoughtful
educators readily acknowledge.
A second concern is that the
unit tends to teach children that
environmental degradation, or for
the more sophisticated students,
the tension between economic
activity and environmental wellbeing, is a concern that troubles
people elsewhere in the world.
Through perhaps an inadvertent
omission, the popular rain forest
units across the nation's public
schools teach children that our
econon~icactivity is unrelated to
the fate of the rain forests in, say,
Brazil. Nothing could be further
from the truth. however. When
developing countries get behind
in debt repayment to United
States-based world creditors
4

(such as the International Monetary Fund), "structural adjustrnent packages" are negotiated,
forcing the debtor nations to orchestrate massive resource depletion operations, such as clearcutting rain forests.'

If preparing students $0
become citizens in a
democracy were a
primary purpose 01
pidblic education, what
leverage Over the
concept would students
acqiiire as a result of
engaging the rain
forest unit?

A person born in our time
will as an infant be
clothed in a diaper made
in part of corn and fed a
formula based upon corn
syrup. That person will
grow into adult life sustained in thousands of
ways by products made
from, packaged in, or
manufactured with derivatives of corn, from
every kind of food except
fresh fish to plastics, textiles, building materials,
machine parts, soaps and
cosmetics, even highways. And when that
person dies, some laws
require that the body
should be embalmed--in a
fluid made in part frorn
corn.'
Our fetish for standardizing

Third, rarely, as these units
unfold, are questions asked for
which we have no readily available answer. For instance, while
we know that fuIIy one half of all
the plant and animal species on
earth today exist within the confines of the remaining Third
World rain forests, we don't
know what will happen to life on
the planet once the rain forests
are cleared and the high levels of
biodiversity are gone. There is
good reason for concern, however, for the elimination of biodiversity could easily wreak
havoc close to home. A good
example, for instance, is our incredible dependence on corn.
Paul Gruchow has nicely surnmarized the situation:
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and maximizing corn production
has left us in a precarious position. Because all of the corn we
cultivate shares a common cytoplasm, we are only one persistent
pathogen away from what could
only be described as complete
cultural devastation. This circumstance and many others, like
the never ending accumulation of
carbon dioxide in our atmosphere, the slow but steadily increasing presence of atmospheric
chorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and
the persistence of acid rain in different regions of the globe leaves
many of the earth's residents
with fairly deep-seated anxieties
about the future.
A fourth concern is the extent
to which the rain forest unit

raises or fails to raise student understanding and appreciation for
democratic arrangements. If
preparing students to become
citizens in a democracy were a
prin~arypurpose of public education, what leverage over the concept would students acquire as a
result of engaging the rain forest
unit? This is an important question for as environmental circumstances erode, our ability to meet
the basic needs of citizens also
erodes. This circumstance can
only result in increasingly high
levels of a n ~ i e t yand
, historically
anxiety has not been conducive
to democratic arrangements. A
quick example is our willingness
to suspend certain rights and
privileges normally accorded
citizens during periods of war.
The concept of democracy suffers, too, during periods of economic depression as examples in
California of the 1930s demonstrate. It was periods of extreme
volatility that ushered in the careers of individuals such as Napoleon, Hitler, and Stalin.
In addition to this, to the extent that the tension between
economic activity and environmental well-being represents a
fundamental conflict of values,
then students in the rain forest
unit ought to learn something
about democracy. More specifically, they ought to learn something about deliberative democracy. The idea of deliberative
democracy suggests a form of
political arrangement that is specifically desimed to encourage
open, genuine, and rational debate about conflicting values.

The "rain forest phenomenon" is an active, hands-on unit
clearly superior to passive, textdriven pedagogy. If the goal is
making curricular decisions that
will squarely address education's
public purpose, however, teachers may wish to think through the
creation of units grounded in the
circumstances that surround students on a day-to-day basis, for
reasons we will soon explore. At
this point however, we would
like to explore some of the larger
questions brought into relief by
the rain forest unit.

The relationship
between economic
activity and
environmental wellbeing
- is and always has
been a cetttral
question surrounding
the human condition.
The relationship between economic activity and environmental
well-being is and always has
been a central question surrounding the human condition. At
various times and at various
places around the wortd. vast deserts have been created due to the
widespread practice of unsustainable economic activity. At
other times and in other places,
human groups have exhibited
remarkable ability at simultaneously increasing economic production while improving the

health of the local envir0nment.j
In short, we know that humanity
can create sustainable circumstances and we know that the opposite potential exists as well.

Bridging the Disconnect
If education is to have a public purpose, then, surely it would
include equipping citizens with
the intellectual wherewithal required to see the necessity of sustainable economic activity and to
recognize what it is and is not. If
there are any absolutes in life,
one is surely this: the earth must
be shared. Community, derived
as the tern is from the two words
common unity, is simply manifest recognition of this absolute.
It is a set of values that guide
ways of living together that promote mutual well-being. The
well-being of a place. its ecolo~ical health, its aesthetic appeal, its
economic vitality, and its social
dynamism are all dependent on
m m a l and widespread surveillance of. and participation in, the
decisions that affect it. That is,
comrnuni ty requires a poiitical
dimension in the lives of its
members. Said another way, vjbrant community life requires
democratic arrangements, and
democratic arrangements require
citizens committed to the places
(communities) they share with
others.
This brings us to the issue of
economic justice. The trend during the past few years has been
toward an increasing gulf between the super wealthy in
America and those who live
w

.
d
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below the poverty line. This
ma]-distribution of the nation's
wealth is destructive of
communities on both ends of the
spectrum. The super wealthy
live in what we commonly call
"gated communities" and they
share nothing with those of
unlike income. They send their
children to private schools, they
hire their own police protection,
they travel by private means. In
short, they live unencumbered by
the burden of caring for and sharing a place. The poor, increasingly sequestered in inner cities
or the isolated countryside, also
live lives devoid of a communal
dimension. The places they
share deteriorate on every level
until the only kind of economic
activity they can support is that
of an illegal kind.

.

crisis of the 1980s. In 1994, a
new principal came to Howard
and asked his high school staff a
question that is scarcely ever
asked by school leaders: what
can we do in this school to help
this community? Most of the
teachers were confused by this,
but a few saw it as an intriguing
intellectual challenge that helped
them look at their jobs in a new
way.

Using a mere $500 obtained
from a local university, Howard's business teacher, with the
support of the principal, took
students on the academic ride of
their lives. The students conceived of a new way to study the
community's cash flow-how
much was earned there, where it
was spent. and what it was spent
for.

A Social Reconstructionist

Response
Assuming the will was there
to infuse schooli~~g
with a public
purpose intended to improve our
societal circumstu~ces.what
would it look like? We believe
that it would be activity which
advances the well-being of community while it simultaneously
increases student understanding
in traditional school subjects. To
make what we mean by that concrete, we would like to share
what hap petled in one, very small
school in a very small rural
cornn~ur~i
ty not so long ago.
Howard, South Dakota, is a town
of about 900 residents in rural
Miner County. Like many rural
communities. it experienced significant decline during the farm

If there are any
absolutes in life, one is
surely this: the earth
must be shared.
Community, derived as
the term is from the two
words common unity, is
simply manifest
recognition of
the absolute.
The students conducted town
meetings with local business
owners, consulted with the
county auditor, and engaged in
long debates with all stake-
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holders over the wording on their
surveys.
It was a courageous undertaking, and the students were never

shy about proceeding. They
unabashedly asked community
members throughout Miner
County to reveal the intimate details of their income and spending habits. When the surveys
were collected, the sludetlts
found themselves with a phenomenal 64-percent response rate
and an enonnous amount of data
to analyze. Using sophisticated
computer software, the students
sorted the data by income level,
spending location, spending
category, and other parameters.
However, all takes on Ihe data
revealed much the same lesson:
the people of Howard spent most
of their income in the larger and
more distant cities of Madison,
Mitchell, and Sioux Falls.
Student analyses of the data
were reported in the local newspaper before the school year
ended. The community rzspotlsc
was little short of amazing.
When Howard citizens saw how
much they were spending outside
of the community, they changed
their spending habits. They
bought much more locally.
Revenue from local sales tax began to skyrocket. The county
auditor reported that by the end
of the summer, annual sales tax
projections has already been exceeded. Based on the average
number of times a locally spent
dollar turns over within a community, the county auditor estimated that the students had
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engineered a $6 to $7 million
infusion into Howard's economy.
Needless to say, the Howard
business students learned a good
deal about economics, spending,
saving, and the relationship
between economic vitality and
community well-being. They
experienced what it feels like to
do something worthwl~ileand to
earn the respect of the community. The subject matter, the audience outside the classroom, the
interaction with community
members, and the constructive
nature of the learning process all
helped to heighten the students'
academic achievement. And
perhaps most important of all, the
experience promoted that ineffable quality that all schools strive
for: student character.
Howard teachers and students
have been called on to make
many presentations regarding
their study-all across the country. They were the focal point of
a feature story printed in Education week4 Since that time,
Howard students have been involved in many other community-based learning experiences.
Ln fact, the town has established
a reputation for being an innovative community that looks to its
school for inspiration, ideas, and
energy.
Conclusion
The classical, liberal ideal regarding education centered
around the concepts of goodness,
truth, beauty, and justice. The
academic disciplines were intended to enhance human under-

standing of these concepts. The
goal was not to produce a generation of philosophers, but rather to
equip citizens for the task of
operationalizing these concepts
in the policy arena of selfgoverning cornmunit ies.
The narrative of education for
economic utility has nearly buried this earlier view of education's public purpose. Understandably, then, we have become
a largely ineffective public, one
that allows its opinions to be
shaped by the nation's largest
corporate enterprises.

Prornotirrg the healthy
furl ctioning
of communities may be
the only way to
respond to economic
injustice and
the precarious
environmental
circumstances that are
rapidly pressing it2
around us.
History confirms that when we
are told that huge disparities between the rich and poor are natural and necessary, we fail to consider the matter further. Injustice
flourishes in such a milieu. If we
should choose to do something
about this, the place to start is
with the promotion of community. A sense of community

breeds a willingness to shoulder
mutual obligations, a willingness
that optimizes the effectiveness
of democratic arrangements. Indeed, promoting the healthy
functioning of communities may
be the only way to respond to
economic injustice and the precarious environmental circumstances that are rapidly pressing
in around us.
Schools can operate with a
new purpose in mind, a public
purpose intended to increase the
odds for an economically just
society that encourages healthy,
prosperous community growtl~.
The anti-communj ty pro-sel f orientation to the economic utility
narrative i s demonslrably destructive of community; and
therefore, destructive of dernocratic arrangements; and, ultimately, then, destructive of our
environment. If teachers are going to make pedagogical decisions based on education for a
public rather than private purpose, however, they will need to
engage in curricular thinking
much more sophisticated than
that represented by the rain forest
unit. They will need to enculturate their students into the habit
and practice of learning for the
benefit of others. Spec]fical ly,
those others with whom thcy
share their place on earth. Much
of this educational agenda could
be picked up by a reexaminatio~l
of the social reconstructionist
theory advanced by Harold Rugg
and George Counts during the
1931)s.
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In the Spirit of Our Public Intellectuals:
Problems and Possibilities for School and Society
Richard A. Brosio
Ball Stale Universiv

I

ntroduction; Pictures of
the Exhibition Calied the
Present School and Societal
Scene
Although my craft is called
social foundations of education-with a concentration in
philosophy of education-I
speak with you in the tradition of
public intellectuals.' My field of
study has long been criticized by
colleagues in teacher education
for, allegedly, not being directly
relevant to the concerns of
education students and
professional teachers "in the
field." Furthermore, there is an
implication in this historical
critique that intellectuals who are
mostly concerned with theory are
poorly equipped to talk with
ordinary citizens-not just to
their colleagues and students.
Unfortunately there is some truth
to this criticism; however, it has
served to obscure the need to
improve theory development and
model building so that they can
be used to understand better the
complex connections between
school and society and among
the problems and possibilities
facing the former duo.
Relatedly, those who have
convinced themselves of theory's
marginality and/or uselessness
would be well-served to
reconsider their position.
56

My definition of intellectual
activity is based upon the perennial attempt to understand complex physical and social phenomena in sufficient depth as well as
holistically. Moreover, this attempt is characterized by interpretive, critical, and normative
criteria. During these times of
the instrumentalization of intel ligence, reason. and theory to
serve market outcomes for one
and all, it is necessary for public
intellectuals to come forward
once more. It is our task to employ intelligence, reason, and
theory in different ways; perhaps
most importantly, we must compare the "descriptive is" to the
broadly constructed "normative
ought."

Those who have
convinced themselves of
theory 's marginality
and/or uselessrt ess
would be well served
to reconsider
their position.
Furthermore, we must suggest
ways to overcome the discrepancy between "is" and "ought"

through democratic praxis. I am
not suggesting that public intelIectuaIs run for office or even to
give specific marching orders;
however, I am arguing that we
take seriously the complex connections between power and
knowledge. Public intellectuals
must help the various publics to
understand that politics is necessary in order to help construct
societies that feature bona fide,
participatory, democratic empowerment, social justice, respect for diversity (without succumbing to dangerous forms of
moral relativism andlor nihilism),
and achievable forms of caring.
It is my view that the present
crisis in U.S. education is, in fact,
one of democracy-more accurately, the absence of it. Many
K-12 teachers in this country are
skilled enough and committed
enough to the students in their
care to be quite successful in fulfilling the democratic function of
schooling; namely, to help dsvelop their students into critical
citizens, ones who will be able to
be good workers, but whose
critical skills will allow themcompel them-to analyze and
critique the very working conditions characteristic of their pwticular job. However, it must be
remembered that almost every
job is done presently within the
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regime of capital. Although most
teachers are hesitant to devote
their lives to training "good"
workers for rather predetermined
slots in a highly unfair and stratified work-world, all too many do
in fact serve to continue the reproductive role of schoolingone that has been present since
its inception. Thc capitalist imperative has ovenvhelmed the
democratic imperative as they act
upon our s c h o o ~ sThe
. ~ absence
of participatory democracy for
most people on most issues of
great structural and systemic importance makes good intentions,
hard work, and even caring less
effective than they could/should
be if these admirable efforts were
congruent with the institutional
realities dominating schools, corporations, and governments.
As this bloody century comes
to an end, as we anticipate a new
millennium, it is of vital importance that professional educators,
K- 12 as well as post-secondary,
organize our curricula and pedagogy around the need to understand, as well as is humanly possible, the complexity of given
and constructed contexts within
which we live. Furthermore, it
should be recognized that theory
is necessary, as is reflected-upon
experience. It should be apparent
that a young person is not likely
to understand capitalism as a system by visiting a shopping mall.
More equitable gender relations
cannot be easily understood by
just hanging out in teachers
lounges; moreover, racism cannot be understood adequately
merely by experiencing certain

improved racial relations among
students who can all "do" school
well.

It is my view that the
present crisis in US.
education is, in fact,
one of democracy
more accurately,
the absence of it.
The necessary focus of
teacher preparation on "11, the
schools" must be complemented
with attempts to place schools
upon the larger screens of
neighborhoods, communities,
civil society, nation, and finally,
the new world order (disorder?)
of global capitalism. Educators,
and specifically teacher educators, must think seriously about
the need for our work to be focused upon the fact that all too
many students are not able to be
saved, by school intervention
alone, from the class, racial/
ethnic, gender, and other identity
oppressions that characterize our
country. We must learn more
about school experiences that
lead mostly to reproductive results; moreover, our efforts must
be aimed at constructing experiences that allow students to see
through the current, hegemonic
opaqueness so that they can exit
fiom the contemporary "caves."
Relatedly. if educators do not
insist on the autonomy, freedom,
and better working conditions
that permit us to get at the ''phys-
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ics of things," if we do not enter
into progressive alliances with
each other as well as with ordinary citizens, then we are likely
to be continuously faced with the
myriad of overwhelming problems that result all too often in
the tragic disconfirming and fai ling experiences for many young
people. The schools by hemselves cannot fix what ails us today; furthermore, educators will
surely lose what authority and
credibility we still have if we do
not realize that schooling and
education are inextricably enmeshed in all of the asytnmetrical relations of power, wealth,
income, access. and privileges in
these United States.
My phjlosophy ofeducation
teacher, Professor G. MLY
Wingo, wrote the following it1
the early 1970s:
The main thing that characterized these reform efforts is their diversity, the
frenetic character of
many of them, and the
superficiality of most of
them ....One thing that
stands out. ..is the typical
American faith that any
problem.. .will yield ultimately to . .. money and
reorganization.. . .It is appropriate to point
out. ..that amid all the
mynad activities directed
toward the rehabilitation
of education. ..the organizing and reorganizing,
and the researching and
developing, not to men-

tion the proliferation of
gadgetry, one question
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was rarely asked, if ever.
Yet this question is strategic above all others. It
can be asked in deceptively simple language,
but we know...how complicated the question is
and how fateful the answer given to it can be.
The question is, what are
the purposes education
should serve?. . .. To put
the matter briefly, this
question has always been
either ignored completely
or dismissed as futile, irrelevant, or dull, or perhaps all three! One way
to assay the situation is to
conclude that all of this
ferment, which some
have even described as
constituting an "educational revolution" is simply an aimless messing
around with rnethodology, new tricks of the
trade, and elements of the
existing structure. In
other words, it is an affair
of all means and no
ends. ...If this.. .is the
case, then we are almost
certain to repeat the experience we have already
been through [mutatis
mutanciis, fast-forward to
thejitt de 20thsidclel. It
wilt show that we have
learned little or nothing
from history and also how
inadequate our simpleminded American conservativism is. If the first
episode was tragedy, the

next may well be farce.'
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Speaking of farce, which is
obviously not humorous for everyone although full of mockery
for subaltern people, I have written the following about putative
school reform in the 1980s. Because the current (including the
1990s) crisis of global capitalism
has been most responsible for the
contemporary economic sea
changes, the educational refoms
proposed and enacted have corresponded (albeit imperfectly) to
the crisis as defined by capital
and its conscious or unwitting
allies and agents. Had the present economic crisis been defined
and portrayed by other social
classes. groups, and alliancesthose using different phifosophical, educational, political, social
and economic suppositions and
discourses-then the imperatives
on the schools would be quite
different. Whether or not the reforms of the 1980s and '90s will
get the schools back into sync
with the demands of capital remains to be seen. What is clear
is that there is much that the reports and reforms have never
even addressed. The Rightist
agenda for school reform has no
program for democratically empowering subaltern people who
are classed. raced, and gendered;
instead, their agenda focuses
primarily on providing human
capital for the needs of business
and industry.4
Those who honor education
rather than training, and who take
theoretical, holistic, interpretive,
critical, and normative approaches to studying our schools
and society, may agree with a

grand, old, public intellectual,
Paul Goodman, who wrote:
Fundamentally, there is
no right education except
growing up into a worthwhile world. Indeed, our
excessive concerns with
problems of education
[really, schooling] at present [I9621 simply mean
that grown-ups do not
have such a world. The
poor youth.. .will not bccome equal by rising
through the middle class,
[merely by] going to
middle-class schools. By
plain social justice, the
minorities have the right
to, and must get, equal
opportunity for schooling
and the rest, but the exaggerated expectation from
schooling is a chimeraand, I fear, will be shockingly disappointing. But
also the middle-class
youth will not escape
their increasing exploitation and anomie in such
schools. A decent education aims at, prepares for.
a more worthwhile fu1ul.e
with a different cornmunity spirit, different occupations, and more real
utility than attaining
status and sa1a1-y.~

While praising progressive
education for at least asking
many of the right questions,
Goodman goes on to say that the
progressives' educational program was obvious1y not perfect.
He reminds us that critics of
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progressive education charged
that it was weak in curriculum as
well as in certain content. However, he quickly retorts by insisting that there is only one curriculum, regardless of the methods
employed. In his words, this curriculum speaks to "what is basic
and universal in human experience and practice, [he underlying
structure of culture b a r e certain
poststructuralists, postmodemists, et al.]. The philosophic
content fans out as speech, as
finding where you are in space
and time."b Although Goodman
sounds like an educational perennialist in this passage, it is my
view that he eschewed the quest
for certainty, embracing instead
only our human abilities and the
historical need to understand, as
well as possible, the complexities
of our lives. Goodman knew that
we are up to our existential ears
in the so-called "out there.'.

5
Z
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Part 1:

1

Portraying and Mapping Our
Space and Time
I shall argue that "the great political and educational challenge
of our historical period is to develop representations and portrayals of the socioeconomic and
political realities that structure
our lives. The crucial link between hegemony and the ungloved iron fist [of cap]talism]
must be revealed through politics, education, and artistic depjction. Capitalism's totalizing
power seems unrepresentable at
this time; therefore, the ability to
move the democratic imperative
forward upon the State, school,

1
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and other sites may be on hold."'
Fredric Jameson thinks that
postmodernists' celebration of
randomness, heterogeneity, as
well as claims of the unprecedented complex;ty characterizing
these times contribute to the
seeming unrepresentability of
capitalist totality. Relatedly, the
portrayal of a decentered, fragmentary, and incoherent subject
makes understanding, opposing,
and overcoming anti-democratic
capitalism next to impossible.

Educators will surely
lose what authority and
credibility we sfill have
if we do not realize that
schooling and education
are inextricably
enmeshed itr all of the
asyrnnr etrical relations
ufpower, wealth,
iwcorne, access, and
privilege in these
United States.
It is very difficult to merely

"schoo[" youngsters into an understanding of what the problems
and possibilities are within a historical period that demands political struggle which is cornmensurate with the challenges posed
by the new world order. Harvey
Kaye has called for the development of a "vigorous class of public intellectuals" so that educators
can renew or begin involvement
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with publics and movements
whose members are involved in
progressive struggles. Some examples are: the Iabor movement,
women's and minorities' rights
groups, environmentalists, community organizers of various
types, progressive religionists, et
al.8
Such involvement in class
and identity political struggles
should be guided by a realization
that local issues must be related
to larger ones; moreover, the
various demands for greater justice must also be aniculated in a
manner that allows possibilities
for viewing class, race/ethnicity,
gender, and sexual orientalion in
parallel jst andlor nonsynchronous ways.q Stated differently,
people occupy various "positions" in this society, ones that
greatly affect their life opportunities; moreover, it must be determined empirically which are
most causal, when, and specifically for whom. This determination allows democrats and progressives to get beyond "privileging social class" as most
causalldeterrninative in every
instance, as well as for everyone.
The difficulties facing us in
terms of what is to be done are
daunting; as the reconstructionist
educators discovered early in this
century, those who lead and
benefit most from a status quo
are fierce defenders of it.
Let us return to the need for
accurate map construction.
Jameson's porlrayal of
postmodernisl, cultural expression, as a manifestation of the
current stage of capitalist

!

development, can help us understand better where we are in
space and time. He portrays culturd realities in t m s of a skin
or husk that is the integral, but
outer part, of the internal, economic conditions. The recent
wave of U.S. economic and military hegemony in the world has
helped make possible postmodemist culture. Jameson would
have us map the global multinational and decent& communication networks within which we
find ourselves. Representational
attempts to explain multinational,
late capitalism and its postmodemist husk have been difficult;
however, such tasks have never
been easy. Our ancestors constructed explanatory portrayals as
well as class consciousness during the period of monopoly capitalism and its modernist skin.
According to Jameson, during the early stages of capitalism
in England, people's immediate,
local experiences still allowed
connecting them to the larger socioeconomic forms that governed
their lives; however, this was not
to last. For example, if an artist
focused on a certain section of
London, the work of art would
not necessarily enable the viewer
to connect what was seen to the
fact that daily life in this place
was increasing1y entangled with
what occurred in colonial India,
as well as the whole imperial system. Jameson claims that these
irnperiaI entanglements helped to
determine the material and subjective lives of those Londoners
involved; "yet these structural

coordinates.. .[were] no longer
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accessible to immediate lived
experience and ...[were] not
even conceptualizable for most
people."'0 As capitalism entered
its monopolistic period and British imperialism became more
developed, various intellectuals
and artists who were at first puzzled by the emerging order, succeeded eventually in constructing
explanatory portrayals, stories,
and analyses that served to clarify the relationships and causalities between people's daily lives
and the socioeconomic political
systems of which they were a
part.

Marx helped his
conte~nporuries
understand the
contradictory nature of
capitaIist developm enf
in terms of its
oppressiveness and its
liberatory possibilities.
The initial puzzlement and the
eventual reaction to it constitute
the modernist achievement in the
nineteenth century. Educators
can be inspired and enlightened
by this great achievement as we
face a rather similar challenge
with regard to helping students
situate themselves upon a map
that is presently characterized by
longitudes and latitudes comprised of various and complex,
asymmetrical , power relationships.

Marshall Beman has given
us Marx as a great modernist representationalist artist. The latter
raised some of the most penetrating questions about the great,
~austian,capitalist developments
of his time. Marx helped his
contemporaries underst and the
contradictory nature of capitalist
development in terms of its oppressiveness and it liberatory
possibilities. He saw history as
open to the theoretically empawered, collective action of brave
persons-nes
who knew that
human action always bumps-up
against various structures-but
that they can be overcome. It
was Marx's genius to realize that
it was neither possible to return
to a mythical past nor to fastfonvard into the future. In fact,
his contemporaries and we must
start from where we are in space
and time: within the thick matrix
of the cultural responses which
was called modernism in the
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, and which has been
referred to as postmodernism
currently.
To Live in modem andlor
postmodem culture is to inhabit a
place whcre "All that is solid
melts into air.'" Perry Anderson
explains that, for Berman, there
were many causes for the "mrlting" of which Marx and Engels
wrote; however, they were "all
propelled, in the last instance, by
the 'ever-expanding, drastically
fluctuating' capitalist world market."]' Berman's reading of
M a n and The Matilfesto teaches
us that human beings have developed visions, ideas, and

'
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strategies with which to overcome particular, historical conditions they found, and find, themselves situated within. Berman
and Marx present us with an interpretation of modernism as a
time when workers and other
subaltern people attempted to
make themselves at home within
the ever-changing conditions
they faced-amidst a capitalistdriven society. Marx's modernist representationalist genius expIained how the capitalism that
people saw 111 daylight through
i t s banal, socjoeconomic affairs
was, in fact, a mask for a demonic, nefarious, Frankensteinian undenvorld system.
These daily activities were driven
by relentless, market imperatives
that did not care about Bob
Cratchett's family.
Posttnodemist artists, intellectuals. and educators have not
yet successfully portrayed the
continuing, remorseless, and demonk logic of capitalist growth
and development during the last
years o C the second millennium.
Dr. M a n , the public intellectual
who was denied an academic career, constructed a great story, or
pictures. based upon his theoretical-empirical studies that featured the emergence of the workjng class upon the historical
stage.'' This emergence represented the victory of the primary
producers, the many, over those
who stood accused of oppressing
them. The victory of the working class in me Manifesto signaled for its authors the fulfillment of democracy's earlier
promise as well as the resolution

of capitalism's and modernism's
contradictions. This happy ending has not yet occurred! Berman claims that the last thirty
years have featured an unfortunate end to this kind of vision,
imagination, and portrayal. Perhaps we are experiencing the
apotheosis of the market, its extension into every place, and near
domination of everyone?

Part 11:
The Challenge to Educators
The educational challenge we
face as classed, raced, and gendered teachers-scholars during
thisjin de siicle is to convince
students and others of the need
and possibility for constructing a
holistic and in-depth analysis of a
very long series of small pictures-but ones that are not just
random. Without a collective
generational effort to grasp theoretically and empirically the totalism of global capitalism-the
most powerful secular force on
earth-the possibilities for
achieving genuine participatory
democracy, social justice, respect
for diversity, and a community of
shared meanings and concerns
are not good. The possibilities
for the kind of educatiod schooling favored herein would not be
good either. Jameson's indefatigable attempt to see things in
their totality-as far as is humanly possible4eserves a verbatim account.
If what is historically
unique about the postmodern is...sheer
heteronomy and the
emergence of random
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and unrelated subsystems of all kinds. then,
or so the argument runs.
there has to be something perverse about the
effort to grasp it as a
unified system .. ..The
effort at conceptual unification is. ..strikingly
inconsistent with the
spirit of postmodernism
itself.. .[; therefore,]
ought it [, the attempt to
see things holistically,]
not be unmasked as an
attempt to "master" or
"dominate" the postmodern, to reduce and
exclude its play of differences, and even to
enforce some new conceptual conformity over
its pluralistic subjects?
Yet, leaving the gender
of the verb out of it. we
all do want to "master"
history in whatever
ways turn out to be possible: the escape from
the nightmare of history-the conquest by
human beings of the
otherwise seemingly
blind and natural "laws"
of socioeconomic totality-remains the irreplaceable will of the
Marxist heritage, whatever language it may be
expressed in.'4

John Dewey was critical of
Marx's work, in part perhaps because he had neither the
opportunity to read the Economic
attd PhiIosophicul Manuscripts

of 1844, nor other early works
which provided the philosophical
underpinnings of M m ' s later
economic analysis.'5 Yet, Dewey
still held to the position that the
conversion of raw occurrence into
a composed tale of meaning,
namely experience, allows us to
refashion space and time within
narratives that permit the
rearranging of the furniture of our
personal and collective existences.
Even temporary order that has
been constructed by theoretically
empowered, brave people is
obviously of great value within
lives that are constantly threatened
by social and or physical disorder.
In my reading of Dewey. our
historical effort to make stability
prevail, for a time, over the chaos
of brute occurrence is the main
task of human intelligence. I b This
is not different from Marx's
ultimate goal.
Dewey's work at its best
represents the most effective
scaffolding for democrat~c
education in the U.S .; although,
his politics do not provide
effective agency for canying out
his laudable educational project.
Many K-12, public school
teachers have found Dewey's
commitment to democracy, as
well as his emphasis upon
problem-solving, heuristics,
scientific method, and the
emphasis on individual-personal
teaching and learning to be
effective pedagogical supports for
their own proclivities. T would
argue that neither educational
theorists nor practitioners have
progressed much further than
Dewey's analysis of how

'

education for critical citizenship
should be done. Although
Dewey's work must be understood
within the middle-class milieu of
his time, the thrust of his ideas can
be---and are-useful to more
radical strategies that may,
arguably, be necessary in these
times.

Radical action aimed at
getting to the core of
problems is necessary to
achievefundamental
change. Maxine Greene
worrld insist that we must
dare also to be ethically
"wide-awaka "!
However, unless a bona fide
participatory democracy can be
constructed, there can be no
pedagogy of the kind Dewey and
the Deweyans correctly
championed--except in limited
protected places such as the
Laboratory School at Chicago. "If
school reformers are to be
successful.. .[presently 1, they will
have to.. .realize that democracy is
all of one piece. .. .[Furthermore,]
reformers will come to see that
radical questioning of fundamental
assumptions, which is
necessary.. .to provide for relevant
education, cannot occur within a
school system which is part of a
larger society which itself is
reluctant to engage in radical
inquiry."'8 Allow me to add that
radical action aimed at getting to

the core of problems is necessary
to achieve fundamental change.
Maxine Greene would insist that
we must dare also to be ethically
"wide-awake"!
If the regime of capital and its
totalistic tendencies and realities
cannot be altered significantly by
democratic agency.then educators
are correct to work primarily on
refining Dewey's pedagogy so
that students can enjoy better
conditions while they are involved
in their school work sites.
Obviously the inclusion of
educators from amollg subalten1
populations can help make
Dewey's seminal ideas more
relevant to current education
issues. However, mere inclusion
is not as effective as the inclusion
of those who are able to see the
possibilities and necessity for
solidaristic agency based upon the
construction of Jamesonian maps
and/or the development of class
consciousness for these times.'
Those who engage in the struggle
for democratic empowerment,
social justice, and respect for
diversity must believe that these
goals can be achieved in our
schools and society. However,
our hopes must be te~r~pered
by
soberness with regard to the
difficulties posed by stubborn
defenders of the status quo, one
which works only too well for
them. Not surprisingly, any sober
study of educational history
reveals that genuine school reform
has resulted from the efforts of
educators who acted as part of
extramural coalitions. Educators
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have most effectively represented
priorities developed within
school sites when they entered
into dialogue with other classed,
raced, and gendered citizenworkers. As the reader has come
to realize, the thesis before you
states that democratic coalitions
must be engaged against actually
existing capitalism.
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Conclusion
Two cheers should be given
to the public intellectuals, and
especially the educational
Dcwcyans, for supporting
schooling that is linked to the
various forms of empowerment
privileged herein; however, the
third cheer must be reserved for
those who can figure out how to
overcome the problematic posed
by the incompatibilities between

capitalism and democracy. Finally, if more bona fide participatory democracy were available to
us, it would be flawed seriously
were it to be populated by authoritarian men and women who
would endeavor to make it a procedural rather than substantive
and moral affair. The authori tarian temptation is omnipresent;
moreover, being a mature and
reliable democrat has never been
easy. Erich Fronm's insight into
the historical temptation to escape from freedom is present in
our own time.
The life and work of Ignazio
Silone addresses the difficulties
inherent to the question of what
is to be done. His solemnity as a
person, novelist, and sociopolitical actor-educator epitomizes my
call for public intetlectuals who

are practiced in the art of sober
assessment. Silone's b~tterexperi ence in Fascist Italy convinced him that even when certain people know what is to be
done, they simply lack the courage to act. The protagonist in
Silonc's novel, Bread and Wine,
concludes that what is needed is
"a pilgrimage of good deeds . . .
[People] must be stirred to heroism rather than exhorted."2u Wc
must act effectively while tile1 r
is still lime. If we do, then we
will have neither to act as hcrorcally nor ind~viduallyas Silotlr's
protagonist. Sp~na.did. C'ollcctive heroism is more achievable
and cffective than is acting alonc,
in fact, solidaristic and continuous action may not requirc that
each person be a heroine or hero.
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